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BERARI, ORLANDO 
INTERPRÈTE POUR LE PALAIS DE JUSTICE 
DÉCLARATION SOLENNELLE 

ALEXANDER KUBACKI 
INTERPRÈTE OFFICIEL POUR LE PALAIS DE JUSTICE 
AFFIRMATION SOLENNELLE 

THE COURT: 

Let's just check that the headphones work. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

Yes, Your Honour. 

LA COUR: 

On va vérifier si les écouteurs fonctionnent. It's 

oka y? 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

It's working. 

THE COURT: 

Can you indicate, Maître Gauthier, which accused are 

accused are present, just for the record. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Yes, Sir. So, first row to the left, Mr. Mirarchi, 

in the middle Mr. Milioto, to the right, Mr. 

Simpson. Last row, to the left Mr. D'Addario, 

centre Mr. Fracas, and finally, Mr. Magistrale. 

THE COURT: 

So, we're missing ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Desjardins and Racaniello. 

- 2 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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THE COURT: 

Mr. Desjardins is not a party ta this motion. And 

Racaniello? 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Doesn't wish ta be present for this motion, I 

believe. 

Me ENGEL: 

There were sorne confusion at my end. My 

understanding is that Mr. Racaniello wanted ta be 

here. I got a message from my office yesterday 

indicating (inaudible) ta the proceedings, but he 

would be here for the decision. Given that your 

decision is not gonna happen till next week, Mr. 

Racaniello ... 

THE COURT: 

Which decision? 

Me ENGEL: 

On 11 b) . 

THE COURT: 

Yes. I had said last week that would be next week, 

because I wasn't expecting Mr. Lacy this week. And 

since he was involved in that, we decided ta do it 

when he was present. 

Me ENGEL: 

As long as we're continuing with this motion, this-

- 3 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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we can have Mr. Racaniello in for Monday. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. Understand something, he's a party to this 

motion? 

Me ENGEL: 

My understanding that he was, yes. 

THE COURT: 

Well, he's your client? 

Me ENGEL: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. Is he a party to this motion? 

Me ENGEL: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

He has a right to be present. So, I can't proceed 

if he wants to be present. 

Me ENGEL: 

No, he's fine with not being here, for this motion 

right now. If we could just have him here for 

Monday. I don't know why he wasn't brought in, I 

wasn't here on the last occasion, when it was 

adjourned to today's date. 

THE COURT: 

Does the Crown have something to say about this? 

- 4 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

On the documents that we had, Sir, Mr. Racaniello 

was not officially a party to this motion, so that's 

why his name was not given to Madam Clerk. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

So, I'm sorry for the confusion, I was not aware 

that he was a party to this motion. 

THE COURT: 

Well, he's not a party. He is or he's not? 

Me ENGEL: 

My understanding is that he is. I thought that we 

signed off on it. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. But is there any notice to join the motion 

filed in Court? No. So, I'm advised that he's 

officially not. You can certainly file a one page 

notice to join. But presuming he wants to join this 

motion, are you expressly renouncing his presence ... 

Me ENGEL: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

today as his counsel? 

Me ENGEL: 

- 5 - Diane Lewi s, s.e. bilingue 
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Yes . 

THE COURT: 

Yes. Do you want him here for the other days for 

this motion? 

Me ENGEL: 

Out of a (inaudible) caution, yes. 

THE COURT: 

Right. Any comment by the Crown on this? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

No. 

THE COURT: 

So, for the time being he's not officially part of 

this motion, but you're indicating that you intend 

to join and question and make comments if necessary. 

Is that correct? 

Me ENGEL: 

Yes, thank you. 

THE COURT: 

And with respect to his presence, could you repeat 

your position that you're expressly renouncing his 

presence? 

Me ENGEL: 

Yes. For the record, on behalf of Mr. Racaniello, 

I'll expressly wave his right to be present, we 

could have him as saon as possible that would be 

- 6 - Diane Lewi s, s.e. bilingue 
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sui table. 

HE COURT: 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

For the purpose of this motion until you make 

arrangements to have him appear, is that correct? 

Me ENGEL: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Please, indicate that for the record, Madam clerk. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

All right. Just a recommendation for the 

interpreters, in view of sorne de1ays at the door 

with search and that, I suggest that perhaps you get 

here at nine o'clock (9:00). Sometimes there might 

be delays at it might be quicker if you could make 

that effort, I would appreciate it. Thank you. If 

it's a problem, please let me know. And you can 

pass it on here, Colleagues. Maître Gauthier? 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Yes. Yesterday you had asked us to verify with the 

representative of the Attorney General of Quebec, if 

he wanted to be here for your decision concerning 

186-1.1, and yes, he would like to be here and he's 

available next Monday to be present. 

- 7 - Diane Lewis, s.o. bilingue 
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THE COURT: 

Okay. All right. I can doit ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

Whatever time you wish to render your decision. 

THE COURT: 

I'm not sure, but our schedule will be like the rest 

of today or tomorrow or further on prior to next 

week. I can do it this week tao. So, I don't think 

he's gonna get here today on short notice, but ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

But we can call him right away and see whether or 

not he's availab1e this week and we will provide you 

the info as saon as we get it. 

THE COURT: 

I think with the RCMP Officer here, I know you want 

to do that ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

and I think that would be more pressing to do 

that right now, but if there's an opening to render 

the judgment, I'll doit this week. Otherwise we'll 

do them together on Monday. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

All right. On other matter before starting with Mr. 

- 8 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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Flynn, on the docket today you have the ... 

THE COURT: 

Just before that, Maître Hogan, do you have a 

comment on our exchange yesterday, en ce qui 

concerne la question de la langue? 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Alors, bon matin, Monsieur le Juge. Non, il n'y 

aura pas de commentaires, Monsieur le Juge, le 

document est signé, alors nous renoncerons. 

LA COUR: 

Alors, juste pour les fins de l'enregistrement 

mécanique, pour que ce soit très clair, votre client 

ne fait pas partie de cette requête, c'est exact? 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Tout à fait, Monsieur le Juge. 

LA COUR: 

D'accord, et je comprends que nonobstant ça, 

premièrement vous renoncez expressément à sa 

présence pour cette requête. 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Tout à fait, Monsieur le Juge. 

LA COUR: 

Et deuxièmement, vous avez entendu hier, puis vous 

avez signê le document quant à la procédure à suivre 

pour la requête Investigator's Privilege, et vous ... 

- 9 - Diane Lewis, s.a. bilingue 
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je comprends que vous, comme avocate et votre 

collègue, maître Labelle, ainsi que votre client, 

monsieur Desjardins, vous renoncez expressément à la 

présence, à la - à une traduction, d'un interprète 

de l'anglais au français pour les fins du dossier. 

C'est exact? 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Peut-être simplement ... 

LA COUR: 

Pour les fins de cette requête. La partie ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Ex parte. 

LA COUR: 

... ex parte. 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Ex parte. 

LA COUR: 

C'est ça. 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Tout à fait, Monsieur le Juge. Alors, pour les fins 

de l'ex parte, nous renonçons expressément. 

LA COUR: 

J'entendais maître Lacy intervenir comme il a fait 

hier, avec raison, aujourd'hui. Alors, pour les 

fins de la partie Ex parte, vous renoncez 

- 10 - Diane Lewis, s.o. bilingue 
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expressément à la nécessité d'avoir un interprète 

anglais/français, français/anglais. 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Oui, Monsieur le Juge. 

LA COUR: 

D'accord. Est-ce qu'il y a des commentaires de la 

Couronne? 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

Non. 

LA COUR: 

Ça va. Merci beaucoup d'avoir vérifié, maître 

Hogan. 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Ah! mais ça me fait plaisir, Monsieur le Juge. 

LA COUR: 

J'ai compris qu'il y avait- avant de discuter de 

cette requête-là, on a quitté la semaine dernière 

puis il y avait certaines lettres de maître Meunier 

dans la requête de maître Labelle qui, moi je 

pensais, auraient dû être déposées dans la requête 

R-12 pour 11 b) . Ils ont été déposées avec ~i", 

tout le monde était d'accord, sauf qu'on attendait 

maître Engel, maître Bora. Et maître Hebrard a 

contacté mon adjointe pour dire qu'il y avait un 

consentement de la part de maître Bora ou maître 

- 11 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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Engel, c'est exact? 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

Exactement. 

LA COUR: 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

Alors, les trois (3) lettre de maître Meunier, Me 

Meunier, qui ont déjà été cotées, peut-être vous 

avez les numéros, madame la greffière, sont 12 ... R-

12-C, chiffres romains ... 

Me KIM HOGAN: 

Je pense que c'est 13, 14 et 15, Monsieur le Juge. 

LA COUR: 

Okay. 13, 14 et 15, il y avait des ~I" pour 

l'identification pour les trois (3) lettres, alors, 

on enlève les ~I", c'est exact, maître Engel? Et, 

maître Hebrard, vous avez vérifié, c'est exact? 

Me MAXIME HEBRARD: 

Yes. Yes, it's true. It's exact. 

THE COURT: 

All right. All right. You checked that with maître 

Bora? 

Me MAXIME HEBRARD: 

Et with maître Engel, who is present today. 

THE COURT: 

So, is that accurate, maître Engel? 

Me ENGEL: 

- 12 - Diane Lewis, s.e. b i l i ngue 
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Yes, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

Okay. So, fine. I think there might have been 

another letter, maître Doray, is that right? 

Me ISABELLE DORAY: 

Yes, exactly, My Lord. It was the unofficial 

transcript of June twenty-seventh (27th), two 

thousand and twelve (2012), that were filed R-12.9 

c). There was a previous version ... 

THE COURT: 

Yes, I can ... 

Me ISABELLE DORAY: 

... which was "I" because it was incomplete, the 

Crown abject to the ... and we finally filed a more 

complete transcript with 'the consent of everybody. 

The question was remaining about what we do with the 

first version, and I talked with maître Bora and I 

talked with maître Shoofey and they bath agree to 

just wi thdraw ... 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ISABELLE DORAY: 

enlever cette ... 

THE COURT: 

I thought that was dealt with, no? 

- 13 - Di ane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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Me ISABELLE DORAY: 

It was not done because we still have to have the 

consent of maître Boro and maître Shoofey. 

THE COURT: 

All right. So, R-12.9 c) is replaced with a new 

corrected copy. 

Me ISABELLE DORAY: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

With the consent of Crown and Defence. And the 

previous R-12.9 c) is removed and should be given 

back to the Crown. It won't be part of the record. 

Is that agreeable with Defence counsel? 

Me DOMINIQUE SHOOFEY: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Is there any Defence counsel that abjects to that? 

I say that because, I have your consent, maître 

Shoofey, but I don't have the others and I don't 

have to, but we'll presume, if I don't hear any 

objection, that everybody agrees. That's why, from 

time to time I'll say that, does anybody object, 

when there's more than one (1) two (2) counsels. 

And if there isn't, the clerk will indicate that all 

of the Defence agree. Thank you, maître Doray. 

- 14 - Diane Lewis, s.e. b il ingue 
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Madame? 

THE CLERK: 

Merci. 

THE COURT: 

Go ahead. 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

Donc, l'autre dossier que vous avez devant vous 

aujourd'hui sur le rôle c'est la requête de monsieur 

Desjardins en habeas corpus. 

LA COUR: 

Oui. 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

Et vous avez, ici présents, des représentants du PG 

Québec, à cet égard maître Bernard et maître Tabah 

qui est ... représente le requérant. 

LA COUR: 

Ça va. 

LA COUR PROCÈDE DANS UN AUTRE DOSSIER 

THE COURT: 

I have one question with respect to this motion. 

We're doing now investigator's privilege, in your 

document you talked about a translater for the RCMP? 

Is that person in Montreal? 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

- 15 - Diane Lewis, s.o. bilingue 
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He could be in Montreal or New Brunswick. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Well, I think in the circumstances it would be 

appropriate for that persan to be sworn here in 

court before doing the translation. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

The actual translation. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay, it will be arranged. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. I think it would be more prudent. What the 

persan is gonna do and also the Defence lawyers can 

see the persan. They may have questions on the 

capacities of the persan in terms of the 

translation, because they're not gonna be present 

for the ex parte hearing. I'd like the translater 

here. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

If need be so, can t 'hat be done tomorrow? 

- 16 - Di ane Lewis, s.a. bilingue 
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THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I don't know if the Court intends to ... 

THE COURT: 

Well. .. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

maybe if we're through today, because ... 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

... I think the earliest would be probably tomorrow 

morning to have that persan present. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. That's okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Very good. 

THE COURT: 

I also- I received yesterday the Crowns's response 

to the Garofoli motion, with the authorities. It 

was provided to me, my office here in Court, thank 

you, but again, the authorities were provided, 

they're given tome, I know what it is, so I wrote 

on the authorities' page, Garofoli, but it said: 

Desjardins et al. Had that document been sent to my 

- 17 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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office? I don't know where it wou1d have gone. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Uh-huh. 

THE COURT: 

And that was the problem with the Attorney General 

of Québec's book of authorities because it didn't 

indicate what the title of the motion was. Even for 

the sources, the authorities, the annexes, always 

put the title of the motion. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Of the motion. 

THE COURT: 

There's seventy (70) odd motions in this case, and 

if they're not indicated precisely and clearly, 

there's a risk of delay or it might be misplaced. 

l'rn here, sometimes they go to the courthouse when 

we're not sitting. So, I appreciate receiving it 

yesterday here and I was able to mark it myself, so 

you don't have to do it now, but, always have them 

marked clearly. And for the Defence motions, the 

titles are extremely vague when they arrive at the 

office, particularly maître Labelle's motions. 

Motion to exclude in virtue of the Common Law, to 

exclude what? The motions have to be very specifie. 

I've told him that and he said he would deal with 

- 18 - Diane Lewis, s.o. bili ngue 
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Me Rouleau 

that en temps et lieu. Anything else before we 

begin? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

No, that's it. 

THE COURT: 

Go ahead. 

PREUVE DE LA POURSUITE 

REPRESENTATIONS BY Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Asper the- my colleague's request we have - as you 

know the procedure and my colleague has known for a 

long time that we intend to have one witness 

testify. I need to file my - certain documents 

before the witness starts to testify because point 

A, he has written a seventeen (17) page report 

containing technical aspects and the witness will, 

in certain areas of his testimony, need to use the 

report, and of course, I'm talking about Mr. Flynn's 

report, which is in the - in our book of annexes, R-

1. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Seventeen (17) page report from project Clemenza. 

So, I'm going to file the R (inaudible) annexes 

- 19 - Diane Lewis, s,o, bil i ngue 
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to this ... 

THE COURT: 

REPRESENTATIONS 
Me Rouleau 

So your book respondents apply where the annexes are 

joint. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

LA COUR: 

You wanted to just file the book. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

May I suggest, Your Honour, just - we haven't marked 

yet the motion. So ... 

THE COURT: 

You did mention it yesterday. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

... perhaps if we mark the motion which also 

contains sorne evidence, and then we can mark my 

friend's response, if that's appropriate. 

THE COURT: 

Yes (inaudible) . 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

So there - we made extra copies this morning and I 

- 20 - Diane Lewi s, s.a. b i l i ngue 
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Me Rouleau 

have two (2) copies we can give to the Court. Or 

one for the filing and one for Your Honour. 

THE COURT: 

That's good. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Merci. 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

Moi je l'ai. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

And this even (inaudible) a notice or a motion 

entitled: Notice of application for disclosure of 

information, that the Crown acknowledges it is in 

it's possession or control, but the Crown bas not 

disclosed on the basis of Investigative Privilege. 

That's the motion. And contained within that 

motion, annexed to the motion is an affidavit, that 

I understand form discussions with my friends, that 

they're content that we filed as evidence on the 

motion, so that's the affidavit of Joseph Wilkinson. 

THE COURT: 

The next motion, Madam Clerk, is? 

THE CLERK: 

25. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

- 21 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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THE CLERK: 

You have your copy. 

THE COURT: 

REPRESENTATIONS 
Me Rouleau 

Yes. R-25 is the motion. The affidavit of Joseph 

Wilkinson will be R-25.1, with the consent of the 

Crown. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

Thank you. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes, we do consent to that. Do not which to cross-

examine Mr. Wilkinson on ... 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Je veux juste ... 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

He'll be relieved. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

(inaudible) parce que c'est tout détaché. The 

affidavit is 1-2-2-3-4-5- six (6) pages. Is that 

right? 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

I. Would you like a separate copy? 

THE CLERK: 

No, no, no, it's fine. Thank you. 

THE COURT: 

The affidavit is five (5) pages and then there's an 

- 22 - Di ane Lewis, s.o. bilingue 
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affidavit of maître Hebrard that follows, and a 

notice of presentation. But the affidavit itself is 

five (5) pages. In terms of what I was referring to 

earlier, in terms of the title of motions, when I 

get this or someone in my office receives this 

motion, we know exactly what it is and we know 

exactly where to put it. Because it's very clear 

that it's the motion for Investigative Privilege. 

Okay. So, that's R-25.1, the respondents reply and 

annex ... 

THE CLERK: 

I'm sarry to intervene, but maître Hebrard gave me 

two (2) copies this morning, but I don't have the 

same papers. I just want to know if this is part of 

what should be in R-25. 

Me MAXIME HEBRARD: 

Is this ... 

THE COURT: 

Show that to maître Hebrard, maître Lacy, please. 

THE CLERK: 

I give you back this. 

Me MAXIME HEBRARD: 

No, it's not part of the motion, it's my mistake, 

I'm sarry. 

THE CLERK: 

- 23 - Diane Lewis, s.o. bilingue 
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I just wanted to make sure. Thank you. 

Me MAXIME HEBRARD: 

You're welcome. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Ça va. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Je m'excüse, maître Rouleau. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Ah! 

THE COURT: 

For the respondents' reply, do you want to have a 

separate cote for the Crowns's documents? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Euh! ... 

LA COUR: 

You could do it R-25-C-1. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes, that's fine. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Est-ce que vous me le donnez? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

- 24 - Di ane Lewis, s.o . bili ngue 
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Me Rouleau 

Oui, excusez, je ... (inaudible). Je m'excuse. 

THE COURT: 

So, respondents' reply and annexes, R-25-C-1. And 

if you want to subdivide ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes, there's two (2) documents in there and we had 

planned to file more, beyond set of our preparation, 

but at the end of the day, for the procedure, 

there's R-1, which is Mr. Flynn's report, and R-4, 

which is Mr. Boismenu's report. 

THE COURT: 

You want to mark those now? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes, in the book. R-1, R-4 that we actually - you 

that R-2, there's nothing there. It was an 

affidavit that was prepared in arder to convince the 

Court that we need to go into the ex parte, but 

that's kind of (inaudible) since we agree that there 

is an ex parte necessity here, and R-3 was a report 

that was foreseen by the Crown, but which will not 

be used for the purpose of this motion. 

THE COURT: 

So, it's the curriculum vitae of Nicodemo Milano? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. Yes, right, but it's not gonna be an issue 

- 25 - Diane Lewis, s.e. b i l i ngue 
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here. 

THE COURT: 

REPRESENTATIONS 
Me Rouleau 

All right. And then an expert's report from that 

same persan. You're not producing that. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Exactly. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I'm sorry. 

THE COURT: 

Did you want to - what you're filing is the report 

of Mark Flynn, R-1. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. So, that could Roman Numeral ... 

THE COURT: 

You can make it R-25-C-1 a) 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Fine. 

THE CLERK: 

R-25 ... 
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THE COURT: 

C-1 a) . 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

And Mr. Boismenu's report ... 

THE COURT: 

REPRESENTATIONS 
Me Rouleau 

Mark Flynn's report dated the twenty-fourth 

(24th) of July, two thousand fourteen (2014). Which 

is contained in tab 2, to distinguish it from the 

other one. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

And with respect to Patrick Boismenu, you're gonna 

file that? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

So, that will be R-25-C-1 b), which is in tab 6. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

This is for the (inaudible) of (inaudible) . 

THE COURT: 

It's dated the eighteenth (18th) of September, two 

thousand fourteen (2014). So, I'll just repeat 

that. Crown reply and annexes, I mean, I'm only 

saying the reply because it's bound together. 

- 27 - Diane Lewis, s.a . b i lingue 
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Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

REPRESENTATIONS 
Me Rouleau 

But it's really for annexe. R-25-C-1, Inspecter 

Flynn's report dated twenty-fourth (24th), July, 

fourteen (14), in tab 2, is R-25-C-1 a), you're not 

producing the CV and the report of Mr. Milano. R-

25-C-1 b) is the report of Patrick Boismenu, dated 

eighteen {18), September, two thousand fourteen 

(2014) in tab 6. Anything else you'd like to 

produce at this point? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. The agreement that the parties came to, 

regarding the procedure, the ex parte procedure that 

we're about to embark on. Can have ... 

THE COURT: 

R-25.1 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Does the Court need an extra copy? 

THE COURT: 

I have one, thank you. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. Anybody? No? 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

R-25.1 
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Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Only once? Twice? 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

Vous m'en gardez une. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

REPRESENTATIONS 
Me Rouleau 

So, at this point, I would like to call Inspecter 

Mark Flynn, sworn in. 

THE COURT: 

There's no other witnesses in the room, are there? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

No. And he will be our sole witness for the Crown. 

THE COURT: 

Anyway, there's an arder of exclusion of witnesses. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Voulez-vous témoigner en anglais ou en français? 

LE TÉMOIN: 

Anglais, s'il vous plaît. 
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MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
RCMP OFFICER 
BADGE NUMBER 02887. 
DULY SWORN 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

DISCUSSION 

Now, Your Lordship, Mr. Flynn does have, in front of 

him, a copy of his report. He will ask permission 

ta the Court, of course, ta refer ta it if need be. 

I foresee that there will be needs for that since he 

will be referring ta sorne diagrams that are there, 

that I'll only explain (inaudible) if everybody has 

a copy of the diagram in hand, on hand, including 

the witness, of course. Sa ... 

THE COURT: 

You need a magnifying glass ta see sorne of these 

diagrams, cause I have (inaudible) . 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Technology does have its limits. 

THE COURT: 

Any comment about the witness referring ta his 

report? Defence? 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 
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l'rn sorry, Your Honour, no objection. 

THE COURT: 

No objection to that, Madam Clerk. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

DISCUSSION 

Secondly, Your Lordship, Mr. Flynn will probably 

testify most of the day. We might have to ask the 

Court's permission for Mr. Flynn to have maybe a 

chair brought in front, because he's- he has togo, 

undergo surgery in the next very soon future. 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I just wanted to tell the Court that ... 

THE COURT: 

It's fine. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

we will ask for that if need be so. 

THE COURT: 

I'll intervene right now. If for health reasons, 

Mr. Flynn, you feel that you have to be seated at 

sorne point, just ask for a chair. Are you all right 

to stand now or you need to be seated? 

THE WITNESS: 

I am perfectly fine for now. 

THE COURT: 
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Okay. If, for health reasons, you feel you need to 

be seated, perhaps there should be - there's a chair 

behind you and maître Rouleau ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

That I've put there. 

THE COURT: 

so, when you're ready, the witness will make a 

sign, give him the chair. Thank you for letting me 

know. Go ahead. 

THE WITNESS: 

Thank you. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Thank you. 

EXAMINED BY Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Mr. Flynn - I'm sorry - so, you're within the RCMP, 

your act is Inspecter, am I correct? 

That's correct. 

Now, as a matter of fact, what do you do for a 

living within the RCMP? 

Oh! currently I'm in charge of a group that's called 

the Tactical Operation Section, within our Tactical 

Investigation Services branch in Ottawa. So, I'm in 

charge of a group of police officers, engineers, 

civilian mernbers, public servants, that are 

responsible for dealing with the challenges that are 
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based in investigations, specifically related to 

interception of communications, covered electronic 

surveillance and covered physical surveillance. 

And when you say in charge, you mean by that that 

you actually - as per the other members of your 

te am? 

My title was actually the officer in charge of the 

Tactical Operation Section, so the various units 

report to me and I provide them direction in 

(inaudible) semi-daily activities. 

Okay. Well (inaudible) directive somewhat here, but 

do I understand that you have authority and 

direction towards those individuals? 

That is correct. 

All right. What's your background to get you to 

that point? How does someone get to do what you do? 

Well, I have approximately coming up on seventeen 

(17) years of service in the RCMP. Commencing in 

uniform duty, general investigation duty. Early in 

my career I became exposed to technological crime 

type investigations and had sorne educational 

background in the area that provided my ability to 

assist in those. That was recognized and I was 

recruited to come to Ottawa into our Special ~r" 

program, which is responsible for the deployment of 
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most of our covered electronic surveillance and 

capabilities. Throughout my time in that program ... 

THE COURT: 

One minute, please. 

THE INTERPRETER: 

Sorry, Your Honour, if he could slow down a bit, 

it's perfect. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

THE INTERPRETER: 

I think (inaudible) . 

THE COURT: 

Okay. Okay. I - we should have advised the 

witness. Thank you for letting us know. So, you're 

aware that there's interpreters translating this 

into French. Just slow down a bit. 

THE WITNESS: 

Il will make attempts, please remind me if I ... 

THE COURT: 

And we should have told you so. 

THE WITNESS: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

You were discussing the particularities of Special 

~rn Division, what that was about. 
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Correct. So, again, that unit is responsible for 

the creation and deployment of covered electronic 

surveillance tools. So, throughout my time I 

progressed to different roles from, most relevant to 

this case is being in charge of the Convert 

Intercept Unit, which was responsible for the 

development of the BlackBerry intercept capabilities 

withing the RCMP. 

I'm sorry. What's your level of familiarity or 

knowledge of the various means of communications, 

mobile communications of the different service 

providers. Not just BlackBerry, but as a whole. 

So, I've been deeply involved in the development of 

the RCMP's solutions for mobile deviee 

communications for approximately twelve (12) years. 

That includes reviewing with investigative units. 

THE COURT: 

Slow down. 

THE WITNESS: 

Okay. 

THE COURT: 

Okay, so you've been deeply involved in the RCMP's 

solutions with respect to mobile deviees for twelve 

(12) years. Go ahead from there. 

THE WITNESS: 
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ls it best if 1 take pauses in between or speaks? 

THE COURT: 

No, just keep in mind that there's an interpreter is 

doing a simultaneous. lt's not a consecutive 

translation where you say something you stop and the 

translate, it's a simultaneous translation, but 

notwithstanding that, l'rn sure you've been to court 

before ... 

THE WlTNESS: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

so, recognize the fact there's two (2) 

interpreters in a cabin at the back of the room that 

are translating what you're saying. So, speak 

slowly and sometimes, we all do, we forget, but 

we'll remind you, as l'rn doing now. 

THE WITNESS: 

Thank you. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So·we were discussing your twelve (12) years of 

experience in working with building solutions, 

intercept solutions with different partners. ls 

that a proper term, partners? 

ls the proper term, yes. 

1'11 let you carry on from this. 
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Well, that includes working with the 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 
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telecommunications service providers, the 

organizations involved. Other domestic partners, 

whether they'd be law enforcement or other 

(inaudible) departments, as well as international 

organizations involved in law enforcement around the 

world, in development of those (inaudible) to be 

able to (inaudible) current challenges we're facing 

in investigations. 

With that experience in hand, what would you say is 

your level of knowledge of the RCMP's capabilities 

regarding interception of telecommunications. 

I know of all of our capabilities as well as our 

gasps. 

All right. We will discuss the technical aspects of 

the BlackBerry deviee per se, but let me just start 

up - start by the - start with your experience 

regarding the interception of BlackBerry deviees. 

Do you have relevant experience regarding this 

particular issue? 

Yes. In my role in the Covert Intercept Unit I was 

involved in the original development of the 

BlackBerry intercept solution at that time. My 

subsequent role as the manager in charge of the 

Covert Intercept Unit, I oversaw the employees that 
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continue that development through the time of this 

project. 

Why do you use the term - you just mentioned that 

you were in the - implicated in the tactical 

solutions needed for interception, what do you mean 

by that? 

As my title implies the tactical it is in much 

closer proximity to the investigation, so we've 

divided our office into two (2) different streams. 

One, which is meant to address the immediate 

challenges that investigations are facing, to 

determine how people that are involved in illegal 

activity are communicating, and have a solution that 

can be deployed immediately to give information to 

the investigators they require to investigate those 

crimes. We have another group within our Ottawa 

unit that is responsible for more long term 

engineering, more what we call strategie, looking 

forward, trying to look where the telecommunication 

environment is going. The (inaudible) the attorney 

did withing our field units. I am responsible for 

the immediate tactical development. 

So, when something is happening, we develop 

solutions that meet the immediate need that are 

later handed over to our more strategie team for 
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integration into more advanced and more complete 

systems to put, formalize and enforce practices in 

place on those larger systems, similar to was often 

refer to as our current JSI VoiceBox collection 

system for audio intercepts. This type of material 

we're talking about today is not integrated into 

that, and as such, my role is to develop something 

tactical for immediate use. 

THE COURT: 

What's the name of your office? 

It is the Tactical Investigations Services, and I 

fall under the Tactical Operations Group. 

What's the second stream called? 

It also falls under Tactical Investigations 

Services, but it is called, it's - TSS is the 

acronym, but we're recently gone through a name 

change, but it is our systems section. 

THE COURT: 

All right. Go ahead. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, again, do I understand correctly that the 

Tactical Operations refer to problems solving 

regarding a particular technology, whereas the ether 

division looks at your more - I don't want to sound 

pejorative here - but run of the mill type of 
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operation where the same recipe is applied depending 

on the type of interception that you use. 

That is correct when that group does look for 

advanced technology, they're looking much farther in 

the future. They're not trying to solve today's 

problem, they're trying to perceive what's going to 

be problems in the future and address those. We 

take care of the immediate. 

Okay, I see. Now, are you familiar with Project 

Clemenza, the interception that took place 

(inaudible) . 

Yes, I am. 

Okay. Were you involved personally in that? 

I was involved as the manager of the Covert 

Intercept Unit, which performed the interception of 

the communications, the BlackBerry(s) ... 

How would you qualify the interception in Clemenza 

and the solutions that were involved there? Was it 

tactical based or not? 

It was tactical and was modified several times 

during investigation to address the challenges that 

we were facing. 

Let us speak about those challenges. Basic 

question, what's a BlackBerry? And by that I don't 

mean the fruit. 
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Okay. So, a BlackBerry is many things combined into 

one deviee. It is your traditional cellular phone 

that allows you to have voice communications as well 

as audio communications and text based 

communications. So, you can send an SMS, a short 

message, text based message, or you can call 

somebody. The BlackBerry, as it is a small 

computer, also allows you to do things that we often 

refer to as smartphone capabilities. 

THE COURT: 

Just, let me stop here for a minute. 

Because BlackBerry(s) evolved over the years, so 

when you're giving this description, are you 

referring to a BlackBerry today. Because a 

BlackBerry today, there's different models today, a 

new one just came out. They're different then the 

BlackBerry(s) that were used in two thousand ten 

(2010) or eleven (2011) or twelve (2012). 

My description will apply to the BlackBerry(s) that 

were used during the time of Project Clemenza. 

All right. 

So, which I can explain sorne of the changes that 

have occurred and where they are. 

THE COURT: 

Go ahead. 
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So, as a smartphone, the BlackBerry is like a small 

computer which allows you to do e-mail on it as well 

as browse the Internet to look for different 

documents on the Web. It also allows you to install 

what we call third party applications. And when I 

say third party, I'm referring to applications that 

are developed by somebody other than BlackBerry. 

So, these are commonly available on the Internet, 

somebody can download it to check the weather, to 

download another communication application that 

allows them to talk or send messages across the 

Internet. It is a very flexible platform that 

allows you to put ... 

THE COURT: 

You say that that last part about sending messages 

over the Internet, you're referring to what? 

So, a third party application. So, the BlackBerry 

has its built in capabilities to make phone calls, 

send messages, send e-mails and things that are 

inherent a BlackBerry being PIN messages and BBM 

messages. But there are as market place or the 

development of other software applications that can 

be download from the Internet and used by 

individuals to communicate in a custom way. An 

example would be Twitter, Skype, various social 
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media applications that are used to communicate. 

Facebook? 

Facebook would be another example. There are other 

applications that even allow you to send a short 

message, like an SMS, but it's not using the 

traditional capabilities of a BlackBerry that goes 

through the telecommunication service provider that 

they're using, it goes out over the Internet. 

The BBM, is that based on SMS also? 

BBM is like an SMS and that you're sending a text 

based communication. Again, that's evolved, but at 

the time of this investigation it was text based. 

But it does not go out over the same communications 

path that a traditional SMS message would go out 

over. An SMS message on a core cellphone goes out 

through a special path to the telecommunication 

service provider like Rogers, Telus, Bell, and they 

(inaudible) out through their equipment. 

A BlackBerry message, BBM, is a text based message 

that goes out over an Internet connection that is 

offered by the telecommunication service provider 

that the phone is registered to or over a Wi-Fi 

connection. If somebody takes it home they can 

connect it to their which Wi-Fi connection, their 

Internet at home and it'll go out over that path. 
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MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
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Which could be Bell or Rogers as well, yes. It then 

goes to a server or numerous servers that are 

operated by BlackBerry where the text message goes 

through a server that's operated by Bell, Rogers or 

Telus. So, as a smartphone, when smartphones first 

came to the market, there is a split where the 

telecommunication service providers traditionally 

had full control of everything you did on your 

phone, cause they controlled the voice switching 

equipment, they controlled the text switching 

equipment and they managed which towers you're 

allowed to connect to or not. 

When the smartphones came in, it opened up a pathway 

to the Internet which allowed, what we are to refer 

to in our office, applications service providers. 

So, they're not offering the based telecommunication 

service, they're not billing you for usage and so 

on, they're simply, for their own business reasons, 

offering you to come from anywhere on the Internet, 

whether it would be from a computer, a phone or 

whatever, to use those services like Facebook, 

Twitter or various chart applications throughout. 

Those ether services are not controlled by the 
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persan that sends the bill to the individual every 

month. All the persan that sends a bill every month 

has control over, is how rouch of that Internet 

pathway you're allowed to use and how rouch they're 

gonna charge you for it, they don't control where 

you go or what application you use. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I see. Now, what are the particularities of the 

BlackBerry deviee regarding communications, as per 

all the others, like the iPhone or the Samsung 

deviees or whatever. 

So, at the time of this investigation, BlackBerry 

was one of the world leaders in adding additional 

elements of security to their deviees. So, in that 

text-based communication, whether it be Pin-to-Pin, 

which ... 

Well, actually, since we're there, what's that? 

What is a Pin-to-Pin communication, technically 

speaking? 

So, Pin-to-Pin and BBM are simply test messages that 

are going out over the Internet to a particular 

recipient and back. There are a lot of technical 

details that make it different behind the user, but 

for simplicity sake, it is the means for someone to 

25 send a message to somebody else. The PIN message 
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allows you to see that it's delivered, which was 

unique in the early days of PIN communications. 

THE COURT: 

BBM also. 

BBM allows you to see that it's delivered as well as 

if it's red, if the user has set that. So, PIN came 

first and then BBM was built on top of it and 

communicate similarly across that Internet 

connection that's on the phones. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. 

What's PGB? Just to put the bricks on the ground 

level first. 

Okay. 

So, and what's the difference between a Pin-to-Pin 

and a PGB communication? 

So, with the BlackBerry, there's Pin-to-Pin 

communications and BBM. Both have an added layer of 

security to them, that is not present in a text 

message. When you send a text message, in a lot of 

cases it is available to the telecommunication 

service provider in a means that that service 

provider could look at the message and read it if 

they wanted to. With a Pin-to-Pin and a BBM message 

there is a different level of security. It is 
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treated in a manner that makes it not readable to 

anybody that does not know how to reverse it back 

into an intelligible format. 

And what's the method used to that, in general 

terms? 

So, the Pin-to-Pin and BBM are converted from plain 

text words that people can read into a language that 

the computers understand, so that they can make it 

smaller, take up less space on wires and in the air 

when it's being transmitted, so that more people's 

communications can be carried on the same 

infrastructure. 

The BlackBerry itself takes the text words and 

converts them through and encoding algorithm, a 

formula, or you could say replace an "a" with a "1", 

a "B" with a "11", it's not exactly the formula, but 

for ease of explanation. It converts those 

numerical things that humans understand into things 

that only computers understand. The algorithm that 

BlackBerry uses, which is a feature of their 

security, is not something that is publicly known. 

The telecommunication service providers don't have 

access to it. The general public does not have 

access toit, it's something that BlackBerry guards 

is quite sensitive to their business, because it's 
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what allows them to operate their service and put 

lots of customers on a wire or on an a particular 

air frequency. 

THE COURT: 

You're saying that the BlackBerry algorithm is not 

generally known because it allows? 

It's proprietary to the company, it's something that 

they own and it - each company, when they create 

something like this they do it to provide privacy, 

they do it to compress the communications down into 

small spaces, so there when it is put on a wire that 

there's room on that wire for a lot of other 

people's communications, and I'll explain that 

briefly here. On a traditional wired telephone that 

cornes into your house, those wires that come into 

your residence are dedicated for your sole use. 

When you pick up your phone they're switching 

equipment between you and the persan you're calling 

that virtually connects those wires. And those 

wires, whether you're talking or not, pausing 

between words, are for your sole use. So, there's a 

lot of space on those wires that are expensive to 

put in place, that is really not being used for a 

lot of a conversations. So, in the development of 

the Internet, they created a means where when you 
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talk or when you type, and it's gonna be carried 

over the Internet, they take what you're saying or 

typing, pop it up into little pieces, and for 

argument's sake, put it inside an envelop that says 

where it's coming from and where it's going to. 

They then put that on the wire or in the air, if 

it's a wireless deviee, and they send it out. But 

on that wire at the same time as that wire is 

carrying your communications, there's a bunch of 

other small envelops carrying pieces of other 

communications. So, they're all travelling across 

that wire at the same time. 

In order to put as many people on those wires or in 

the air at the same time as they can, they have 

compression and encoding that they apply to it to 

make it so they can fit a lot more customers on 

that wire, and that's a selling feature of their 

service. So, when they do that encoding, from a 

security perspective or from a marketing 

perspective, they are able to say: We compress 

things smaller than anybody else out there, 

therefore you should use our deviees on your network 

because (inaudible) other (inaudible) more deviees 

(inaudible) putting new infrastructures in place. 

So, they do not want that publically available 
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because their competitors will then be able to use 

their encoding algorithm to make their competitor's 

products smaller as well. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, you mentioned that BlackBerry's algorithm, 

that's proprietary. 

Right. 

But is that the only type of encryption that takes 

place? 

So there's also, as I mentioned earlier with the 

third party applications for communication, there's 

also third parties for security. One of them that 

is most prevalent with BlackBerry(s) is called PGP, 

which is, Pretty Good Privacy, is what the acronyrn 

stands for, and it adds a layer of security on top 

of that, which is already built into the deviee. 

So, when you send a message that is protected by 

PGP, it is using encryption that is controlled by 

the end user, not by BlackBerry, not by the carrier 

Bell or Telus or Rogers - it is actually 

controlled by either the end user or somebody the 

end user has chosen to manage it on their behalf. 

So there, when they type a message and choose to PGP 

encrypted, it gets protected by PGP. 

Then, when they choose to send it, it is then 
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protected by the built-in security features of the 

BlackBerry. 

THE COURT: 

So, the PGP is an additional service that the owner 

of the phone will put into the phone or it cornes 

with it? 

It is one that they have to purchase ... 

They have to. 

... and put on to the phone. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Are the PGP capacities something new or relatively 

new or has it been around for a long time or? 

It has been around for quite sorne time from ... 

THE COURT: 

When you send a message, if you have that program -

we call it a program, PGP? 

Yes. 

Does it operate automatically or you have to 

(inaudible) I'm gonna send you a message? 

You can choose to doit either way. I'll go into 

one other explanation that will - is relevant to 

that question. There are two (2) ways that a 

BlackBerry can operate. There's one that is called 

the BlackBerry Internet service, which if you go to, 

say Rogers or Bell or Telus kiosk and you purchase a 
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phone, it will come by default configured· to use the 

BlackBerry Internet service, which means you're 

responsible for managing your deviee, it operates 

over the Internet and it gives yeu the base 

capabilities like Pin-to-Pin, BBM, and the security 

that cornes with it. 

The ether is, because BlackBerry had a very large 

market in the corporate environment, they created 

another service called the BlackBerry Enterprise · 

Service. What that did was, it took the security 

away from the management of the end user and allowed 

a corporate company to make sure that the end users 

used their deviee in a manner that complied with 

their security policies. So, what that did was, 

things like PGP, do yeu have to use PGP or can yeu 

have a choice? Are yeu allowed to use SMS? Are yeu 

allowed to use the phone? 

That server, which is managed by somebody who's 

being paid to manage this BlackBerry Enterprise 

Service for the individual, they set security 

policies in that it gives the person a choice to use 

various features or enforces them to use it in a 

certain way. So, with respect to your question, it 

would depend on whether it be a BlackBerry Internet 

Service and how the persans configure the phone or 
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whether is was phone that was on a BlackBerry 

Enterprise server that had rules that forced them to 

use it a certain way. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

To make a parallel, practical example, my colleague 

has a BlackBerry deviee that's set up by the Federal 

Government that uses a private network in arder to 

enable the people to communicate together. What 

type of service would the organization, Federal 

Government use to achieve that? 

That would be BlackBerry Enterprise Server. 

Okay. I understand. Now, those networks or 

services use encryption also, as you mentioned, who 

controls the encryption? 

So, with the BlackBerry Enterprise Server without 

PGP the encryption is controlled by the Corporation, 

the Federal Government in the example that you gave. 

Okay. 

The IT people control the security that on most 

deviees. 

Okay, I see. Coming back to ... 

THE COURT: 

And with PGP? 

With PGP, there's a choice. Again, and that's where 

the challenge for law enforcement cornes in is that 
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it all depends. With PGP if the Federal Government 

chose the implement PGP, they would likely enforce 

it that they would be in complete control of it, but 

they could chose to allow you to put your own key on 

and control your own security with respect to that. 

It's flexible. 

Each employee, you mean. 

It could go dawn to the employee level or they could 

apply the rules across the entire organization. 

By putting it on your key it allows the employee to 

activate the PGP or deactivate it. 

When you're using PGP, the key component for law 

enforcement or anybody that wants to be ought to 

read messages is to be able to have the keys that 

were used to lock the communication and the key to 

unlock the communication. When you're dealing with 

the encryption that is built into the phone for Pin-

ta-Pin BBM, BlackBerry has that ability cause they 

designed the system. When you talk PGP, what 

they're doing is they're taking that security and 

saying the keys now are in the control and only 

accessible by the end user or individuals that they 

allow to manage it for them, which happens quite 

often in a BlackBerry Enterprise environment. So, 

that's - when I say there were key, l'rn talking 
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about little piece of digital information that's 

required to lock and unlock communications. PGP is 

simply another algorithm with a different key to 

treat the communications. What we end up in the end 

with somebody who's using PGP with the e-mail in a 

BlackBerry, is we end up with, the way I usually 

explain this in the courses that I teach that is, 

think of taking a communication, putting it in a 

safe. The first safe you put it in is security 

that's controlled by BlackBerry. Take that safe, 

put it in another safe. 

When the persan is using a BlackBerry Enterprise 

Server, that second safe is controlled by the 

organization that's operating that BES server. When 

you add PGP on it you're putting that into a third 

safe where the security around that third safe is 

controlled either by the end user, if they choose, 

or by the organization that's running the BlackBerry 

Enterprise Server can also run a server that manages 

PGP. 

That would be using PGP could be the sender or the 

recipient. 

Correct. They both have to have PGP if they're 

going to use it, and they each have unique keys. 

But if the sender has PGP and the recipient doesn't, 
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the sender's message will still be - have a higher 

protection level. 

It will, but the recipient won't be able to read it. 

Okay. 

They'll get something that they do not have the key 

or the algorithm to unlock, unless they've 

subscribed to the same service. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, from a user stand point, do these features bring 

an added value to the BlackBerry deviee? 

In my experience, particularly dealing with criminal 

investigations, is that anything that adds security 

to the communications that towards ability to read 

them, definitely adds value to it. In the market 

place, from a corporation perspective, it gives them 

the ability to protect their information as well, 

from anyone that would be interested. So, it is a 

very large marketing component. 

I see. Now, coming back to the Clemenza 

investigation, what were the challenges that you 

were faced with as per the communications that were 

happening? 

So, we had severa! challenges throughout the 

Clemenza investigation. Number one is gaining the 

ability to read Pin-to-Pin in BBM messages. So, we 
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needed to identify which deviees were being used by 

the individuals, and that is a function that is not 

performed within my office, that is a function that 

it's performed by either investigators or by our 

Special I Field Units that are close to where the 

individuals are. So, we needed to identify the 

deviees. 

Then we needed to identify what services they were 

using and develop means of gaining access to the 

communications, so collecting the encoded messages 

as they flew across whatever Internet connection was 

being used, as well as develop a methodology of 

turning those encoded communications into a format 

that people can read. 

I understand that part of what you did is what we're 

actually trying to protect, but I'll ask you to 

describe, in as much details as you can, the set up 

that you did in arder to achieve the interception 

goals without going, of course, into ... 

Into any ... 

... the specifies. 

Okay. So, once it was identified that individuals 

were using BlackBerry deviees and the appropriate 

judicial authorization was in place to intercept 

them, we then looked at those deviees to determine 
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which networks were being used. And when I say 

"networks" I mean whether it be telecommunication 

service provider or that is providing service to the 

actual side customer, the phone itself or if the 

person was using, say a Wi-Fi connection, so when 

they went home or they went somewhere in the public 

and used Wi-Fi, they used those, we develop 

equipment that would intercept. 

So, would I properly identify which traffic was 

associated with a particular deviee, would intercept 

that traffic, forward it to various communication 

paths where we then had equipment that would verify 

the filtering, take that communication, reverse the 

process that was applied by the deviee and turn it 

back into an intelligible product. Once ... 

THE COURT: 

So, just - could you just run that (inaudible) 

again, you develop equipment to intercept that 

traffic and forward it to? 

So there's a diagram on page ... 

But just, if you could just repeat what you said, 

forward it to an - was it an equipment path? 

So, it's another computer for all intents and 

purposes, it's a server that's located at our office 

in Ottawa, that takes that data, those envelops as I 
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described earlier that were on the Internet, those 

packets, and collects them, puts the pieces together 

that belong together and then converts it back into 

a format that a persan can read. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

And that is- Well, I'll let you go, I think that 

the answer will come from the diagram, as a matter 

of fact, so I'll let you go there. 

THE COURT: 

I think before we do that ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

After the break. 

THE COURT: 

we're gonna take a break. So, just before 

eleven (11:00) it is Remembrance Day, I think it's a 

good time to take a break. Fifteen (15) minutes. 

RE CESS 

UPON RESUMING 

THE COURT: 

Continue please. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, we were about to embark on a discussion about 
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the architecture of the intercept system that was 

deployed. Now, general question to start with, is 

it hardware based or software based the technology 

that you used? 

So, there's a cornbination of hardware, but the 

majority of the work that is done to collect and 

render the communications viewable is in software. 

Okay. And that software, is it commercially 

available software or not? 

No, it is not. 

Meaning that it's a - what's the word - proprietary 

software. 

Proprietary, and the majority of the components that 

are involved in intercepting and rendering the 

communications readable is developed ... 

By whom? 

. . . by the RCMP . 

By the RCMP itself. All right. Now, you were 

discussing the diagram, on page, is it 5 of your 

report? 

That's correct. 

So, can you give us an overview of that diagram that 

gives the overview of the system architecture. 

Yes, I can. 

Are we all on the same page? Yes. Okay. 
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So, on the left-hand side of the diagram there ... 

THE COURT: 

Just for the l'rn sorry to interrupt - just for the 

record, you're referring to your report which we 

filed as R-25-C-1 a) . 

THE WITNESS: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Page 5. 

THE WITNESS: 

Right. 

THE COURT: 

Thank you. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Your Honour, I'm not trying to overly complicate 

things, but of course the accused don't have this 

document in front of them, I appreciate it's a very 

helpful document, we can broadcast it as the witness 

walks through the document, and maybe that's the 

best way to ensure everyone can follow the evidence. 

Is that agreeable? I can assist in that regard if 

it helps. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

In the broadcasting, you mean. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 
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Yes, I have no trouble with - but will the accused 

be able to - ah! from that screen there. If we can 

doit technically like right now, I don't have a ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I don't know if that's agreeable to the Court, I 

just thought I'd raise the issue. 

THE COURT: 

Non, I don't see why they shouldn't be able to see 

it. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. Sure. Yes. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Can we just take three (3) minutes, Your Honour. 

I'm sorry, you'd have to raise for three (3) minutes 

just so I can connect to the system. 

THE COURT: 

I canuse the exercise, it's okay. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Thank you. 

THE COURT: 

And just for - and it's actually a good 

intervention, Mr. Lacy, but if, as things go on 

sornetimes we become aware of things we could had 
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done before. Before I come in try to get that stuff 

on, and because this makes sense. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Of course. 

THE COURT: 

And, all right. Just call me when you're ready. 

I'm outside. 

RE CESS 

UPON RESUMING 

THE COURT: 

Go ahead. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. 

So, Mr. - ça va madame, madame la greffière? 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Oui, ça va. Merci. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Mr. Flynn, we have your diagram on the screen, so 

would you please kindly proceed to explaining it. 

Okay. So, on the left-hand side of the screen, you 

can see two (2) BlackBerry(s) with a black line with 

and arrow on the end of it, going through a blue 

cloud. That is drawn to represent the normal path 

of communications that when somebody sends a message 
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of any type over the Internet connection of a 

BlackBerry, it travels through that cloud. That 

cloud represents the various telecommunication 

service providers that are involved. So, if you had 

two (2) BlackBerry(s) that were both on the Rogers 

network, that cloud would represent Rogers 

BlackBerry, the home Internet service if the person 

connected to their home Internet service and so on. 

If you had one BlackBerry on Rogers, one on Telus, 

that cloud would also represent Telus and the 

associated networks that provide service to that end 

user. 

I'm sorry, in this cloud here yo have an acronym 

used R-I-M, RIM, what does that refer to? 

So, that is Research In Motion. 

Which is? 

BlackBerry. 

Okay. 

It' s the ... 

Actual name for the BlackBerry. 

The actual name at the time of what the company 

called themselves, and they keep changing that, so -

But that is Research In Motion, in fact that is the 

BlackBerry network. Okay. So, in addressing the 

challenge of being able to intercept the 
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communications of those that we are authorized to do 

so, we need to determine the various paths that a 

communication can take. And to explain more the 

sensitivities of this, again on the left-hand side, 

I want to explain the traditional telephony world 

when you had land lines going into your house and a 

handlock phone that you picked up, that path was 

fixed. 

It dedicated, it didn't change during the telephone 

calls, if you could find the wires, you'd be able to 

intercept communications. In the Internet enabled 

world of communications, it is rouch more difficult 

because the whole design of the Internet was to 

develop a system that if one component went down, 

communications would be rerouted through different 

directions to still make it to the end point. 

With the addition of what I refer to earlier as 

application service providers, so those other things 

that people can load onto their phones, it is also 

changing the path of communications as well, because 

there may be servers on the Internet somewhere, 

located in Canada, inside of Canada somewhere on the 

Internet as well as with BlackBerry themselves 

because their Pin-to-Pin and their BBM does go 

through serversé that they maintain control of. So, 
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they maintain different paths that the communication 

can take to their networks. So, for us in law 

enforcement, when we are particularly in my area 

when we're developing a capability to intercept the 

communications of an individual we have authority 

to, we have to look at the various paths that those 

communications can take. We cannot cover every 

possible communications path that is on the 

Internet, it would be economically and physically 

impossible to do so. 

Though, engineering staff in my area look at where 

the most advantages from an ability to perform this 

function as well as economie, to find the proper 

balance of insuring we gained access to all the 

communications. So, we work with our engineers, as 

well as engineers from other organizations that 

would be able to help, to be able to intercept those 

communications and gain access. 

So, I often refer to that cloud where you see Source 

1, 2 and 3, as an access point. Okay. It's the 

first point where we have an ability to give effect 

to an authorization. 

So, from there, you'll reference the first 

rectangular block over with the title, Collections, 

on the top, where there's R-1 and R-2. Those are 
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the first point that it cornes under the control of 

staff in my office. And when I say, control, I 

don't mean that they're actually touching it. 

They're provisioning those pieces of equipment as 

well as somebody equipment out here in the first 

part I explained. They're putting filtering 

criteria and they're saying that anything that hits 

the front end of those systems, the software and 

hardware that's involved there, is filtered and 

collected into buckets associated with the deviee 

that is authorized to be intercepted. Okay. 

It saves that information in a collection of those 

envelops I described earlier, those packets of 

information, it saves them in that format and then 

transfers it over to another piece of software on 

another piece of hardware for processing, which is 

your last block on the right, where it turns it into 

the first intelligible product that somebody can 

see. There's a lot of technology involved in that 

whole diagram. 

There's a lot of inner working components, it's 

quite complex. So, what we do at that processing 

point, we're not dealing with voice communications 

where it is easy to immediately output it to a 

system that a monitor in our office can listen to 
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and hear the conversation. We have to reverse the 

encryption, the encoding and so on, that was applied 

to the communications when it was first sent by the 

sender to render a pack. So, we do two (2) things 

at that point. We, at the start, used to do - and 

this is applicable inClemenza - output the 

information into packets where the Investigative 

Units could bring access to batches of information. 

So, we - the computer systems, again, without human 

intervention, were set on timers to, as they got 

chunks of information, cause as you can imagine, 

it's important that when you do try to put this back 

together, you make sure you have all the pieces, so 

if we try to turn every little piece as soon as we 

get it back into a communication we may be missing 

pieces. 

So, we batch it up and run it to output it. That 

would mean that the end user being the monitor or 

investigator, would receive a package that had an 

index, that if they click on a link on that index, 

it would bring up a textual document that had the 

communications that were sent back and forth. We 

did make one modification to the system, so that as 

soon as a message came in and as soon as it was able 

to be turned into an intelligible format, it would 
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output it into a folder so that there is something 

happening on investigation that they didn't want to 

wait for that entire batch to be put together, which 

is easy to manage as a collective thing, they could 

access the system and see that individual 

communication that they were interested in. So, if 

they heard something on a telephone call that said I 

just sent you a message, let's do this action or 

that action, they would have the ability to go in 

and see that message and not wait for us to put an 

hourly bath or a daily batch together to send to 

them for their review. Okay. 

At that point where we start outputting what I 

referred to as an intelligible product, something 

somebody can read, we do what's referred to as an 

md5 hash. What that is simply a signature of, we 

calculate a signature of that document, so that if 

something were modified in that document, if 

somebody went in there, which our systems prevent 

them from doing, but if they circumvented it 

somehow, and for an added layer of security, we 

create that hash value that allows us at the end of 

the process to say this product that we have, a year 

later when we create the signature and compare to 

the signature we created at that time, are the same, 
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It's an mdS hash, that's the term for it. 

Okay. And what's the level of - I'm sarry - what's 

the level of security or certainty that a given tag, 

if it's verified at the end, has not been modified. 

It is a hundred percent (100%) certain that it is 

not modified. 

THE COURT: 

Do you want to just describe that again, the hash 

value and the mdS hash. 

The md5 hash is individuals that have attempted to 

make electronic documents not subject to change. 

They want to be able to detect if something is 

changed. What they do is they take all the ones and 

zeros that the computers use to represent those 

documents in a format that the computers understand, 

and it does a calculation on all of those. I do not 

know the exact formulas that it used, but for 

argument sake, it does a calculation that allows 

them, after the fact, to say that when you get a 

value of the whole bunch of ASCII characters saying 

this is the hash tag for that, that if you apply 

that same formula to another document you would -

that was different - you would never get the same 
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value. So, the whole design around this mdS hash 

algorithm was to create unique serial numbers or 

unique numerical identifiers for a document, that 

chance will not create the same value for a document 

that is not exactly the same. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

And when you say, not exactly the same, will this be 

true for, example, if you added a coma or a letter 

or a small-case letter to an upper-case letter. 

(inaudible) take a space out or add a space, all of 

those factors would change the unique signature. 

Like a fingerprint of the file. 

Okay. I see. 

Okay. 

THE COURT: 

So, the mdS hash is like a fingerprint of the file. 

Correct. 

And your definition of a hash value? 

The hash value is just a numerical result of the 

algorithm that's used. So, it's simply an 

identifier of the document that says it's unique. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Over and above the hash value is also the security 

of our system. As you'll see, represented in the 
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diagram as well, the - the smaller clouds that have 

the word security network in there, we take the 

security of our systems quite seriously to ensure 

that we limit access to only those that are needed 

to operate the equipment, and anyone else that would 

attempt to get into those networks so it be blocked 

by the various security deviees that are configured 

on those networks. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, how thigh and how secure is it? Can you give us 

examples of who can and or cannot. 

Though in this particular network, up to that 

processing system, the access to that, those various 

components, particularly at the collecting and 

processing site is restricted to the Convert 

Intercept Unit, the regular members in that unit 

that perform the configuration on those systems. 

And in this particular case is referenced in my 

report, that was Rick Gendry, (phon.) Alan Leishman 

Singh (phon.) and I believe, Ross Moore (phon.). 

And that's correct. 

So these individuals are the ones that can work on 

that end of the process. 

Correct. 

So, what can the actual investigator of project 
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Clemenza do? What do they have access to and in 

what shape or form does this take place, physically 

I mean. 

So, during the Clemenza investigation there were 

various things that were put in place to make the 

communications become accessible to the 

investigative units. And, again, that cornes back to 

my earlier explanation that we put things together 

to develop the immediate problems and is not being 

in a traditional voice collection system that has a 

monitoring room set up for it, that has a full 

system implemented there for that purpose. 

So, in this case, the initial access was from staff 

members in Montreal that would log in to the systems 

and pull the information back and then provide 

copies of that to the investigative unit. That did 

progress through the time of this investigation 

where those systems were automated, so that as 

things became available on our collection and 

processing systems they were automatically moved to 

the next point, and eventually it was automated to 

send those communications to the office that was 

housing the investigators where the had a laptop, 

they could go on and view it. 

So, from that end of the perspective, the only thing 
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that is - that we could actua11y physically see is a 

laptop that receives information from your end of 

the equation. 

That is correct. Everything in between would simply 

be seeing a server in a locked room with wires 

coming out of it (inaudible) even having a monitor 

on it. 

And you mentioned that in a traditional wiretapping 

with phone lines system, your referred to something 

as a monitor room. How would you describe your 

monitor room that was used? Or can we even use that 

term and what would somebody see if, as a matter 

fact, he would gain access to such a monitor room 

using (inaudible) . 

So, when I referred to a monitoring room, that is 

our usual practice particularly around voice 

communications is, we have a room set up where 

people that are tasks with (inaudible) to the 

various terms and conditions of an arder, are set up 

with computers systems that identify, this is the 

phone line that just went active. 

It presents the audio to a monitor where they can 

apply live monitoring provision if they're required 

or any other minimization requirement that's there, 

so they can treat the communication as it occurs. 
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Did you have such limitation in this particular 

instance? 

Not with respect to the BlackBerry communications. 

Okay. I see. 

Okay. 

I'll let you continue. 

THE COURT: 

So, you couldn't you couldn't do that. 

It is not possible to identify, through voice 

recognition, who is sending a text base message, 

it's- So, it was not a term and condition that was 

required. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, continuing on the classical monitoring room as 

per what you were dealing with, how would you best 

describe it? 

So, in this case ... 

In physical terms though. 

... in physical terrns in this case it is an office 

that is receiving those packets or that are going 

from the computer to look at those (inaudible) the 

thing that they immediately need to. From that 

computer they can see the raw individual 

communications of the people that were sending and 

receiving. In this case, that occurred in both, the 
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Special "I" office where they had a computer set up 

to initially download the information and then turn 

it over to investigator. But the investigators 

could take that information and go to any computer 

system that has a web browser on it and could open 

that packet of information and read it on a screen, 

on an individual communication basis. 

Eventually, again, as the investigation progressed, 

the pure volume of messages that were intercepted, 

necessity that the development of a I'll call it a 

management system - so that all the messages could 

go to a place where the investigators could organize 

them, filter them and so on. 

And that is an application that was actually 

developed by the Investigative Unit, I believe 

through the Major Case Management Group, to take 

those communications. That is not a function that 

we perform, it was after the interception was done, 

after the communications were accessible to 

investigators, it was to be a management to 

(inaudible) . I do believe that later in the 

investigation, that was their investigator's primary 

means of accessing them. They didn't actually 

physically look at those individual packets that we 

provided for them, they took those and implemented a 
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system that would bring them up nicely in front of 

them. 

Okay. So ... 

THE COURT: 

But they were in a readable form. 

They already were in a readable form, that's 

correct. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, basically where - looking, as far as a physical 

set up is a room where computers are. 

Correct. 

To put it bluntly, that's what it is. 

In the first instance, I believe it was virtually a 

closet with a computer put into it, to restrict 

access. 

All right. Now, why - we're here today because the 

next part of what you could get into, particulars 

about the software that is used, location and 

deployment of the equipment. We're here because the 

Crown believes it is sensitive information, but what 

can you tell the Court as to the reasons why that 

is, from a technical point of view, and the effects 

that that information has on your investigative 

capacities as an organization. How would you sum it 

up for the Court. 
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Okay. So, there are several elements to that 

question. The first being, as indicated in the 

diagram and in my report, the sources of where we 

place our equipment or use equipment that is already 

there, to intercept the communications as they 

travel a normal path, is very sensitive to us 

because if somebody knows where that equipment is 

deployed, they would, in this Internet enabled 

world, be able to develop solutions to circumvent 

sorne of those. 

In fact, we've experienced that on several 

investigations where we deployed equipment in a 

certain manner, and shortly after certain activities 

occurred, the configuration of the deviees is 

modified to take a different path. So, we have 

experienced that on investigations that I have been 

responsible for developing solutions to eliminate 

those gaps. I cannot design a system and deploy it 

to cover all of them. So, the locations of those 

are very sensitive because it will tell others how 

to get around us, okay, and we've experienced that. 

On the processing side, the systems that are used, 

the software that's used to render this back into an 

intelligible format, if somebody were to set up a 

terminal where my staff, the three (3) individuals 
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that were named in this investigation during 

Clemenza, sat to configure those systems, they would 

see various capabilities that we have as well they 

would identify capabilities that we don't have 

solely because they're absent from the system. They 

would learn how to configure their deviees 

potentia1ly and they would learn which applications 

to use, which applications not to use in 

facilitating their secure communications down the 

road. 

Also, in all these systems working the law 

enforcement in one of my roles around the world, and 

others that require this type of solution, it's very 

important that we collaborate at what we're doing. 

So, when we develop a solution, we share with 

others. When they develop solutions, they share 

them with us. That relationship only works if the 

receiving parties of that technology that somebody 

else develops, can be properly protected from 

becoming publically available. 

Because, then, the targets in those other 

jurisdictions or in those other organizations 

(inaudible) base, would become knowledgeable 

(inaudible) what we're doing. So, in everything 

that we do, in my office as well, we're engineering 
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these solutions to provide the proper balance 

between the need to protect what we're doing, but to 

also provide a product, at the end of it, that can 

be submitted to a Court for review as part of the 

evidence in an investigation. The product that 

cornes out we believe is the representation of that, 

that is portrayed to the first person that does the 

monitoring, which is the actual communication. 

Is that information also sensitive regarding 

Research in Motion, as it then was or the BlackBerry 

organization, do they have a horse in this race, if 

you will? 

So, anything that touches on ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Before witness can speak to the copyright issues 

pertaining to BlackBerry, and if there were issues 

about disclosure of confidential or protective 

copyright material or IF, Intellectual Property 

rights in respect to RIM, or now BlackBerry, then my 

friends ought to have given them notice with respect 

to this issue and they could have applied for sorne 

kind of standing. I have no knowledge of what this 

witness is going to report to talk about in terms of 

BlackBerry's proprietaries software or intellectual 

property rights, and it's my submission it does not 
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fall within the knowledge base of this witness to 

speak to these issues. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I don't want to discuss the particulars that ... 

THE COURT: 

Okay, repeat your question. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. 

Does your revealing of the information that we are 

trying to keep private influence your capacity, as a 

police organization, to work with BlackBerry or not? 

THE COURT: 

I am - just on moment - I am gonna allow the 

question. Go ahead. 

Okay. And I can answer that in a general way as 

well, because the answer to that question applies 

broadly across all telecommunication service 

providers and equipment manufacturers. Any work 

that we do that involves them or involves their 

technology does have the potential of having 

negative implications on their business. Okay. 

Anything that would have negative implications on a 

business, obviously will have negative impacts on 

our ability to work with those companies, no matter 

which company it is or telecommunication service 
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provider it is. It is not a good marketing thing to 

say that we work with the police, unfortunately. 

So, yes, it will have a negative impact across any 

technology that we work on if we reveal sensitive 

information or information they consider to be 

sensitive. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. Now does, from a technical point of view, 

right, does a knowledge of the equipment used or the 

software used and the location of both, the 

equipment and the software interception point, if 

you will, does that allow to figure out the location 

of an end user by itself. 

Absolutely not in this case. 

THE COURT: 

That was a long question. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

So, perhaps just repeat it again. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I'll give you the Reader's Digest version. 

THE COURT: 

No, just repeat it again. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 
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Maybe the Reader's Digest version so that we can 

digest it. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

Does the knowledge of the interception points and 

the software and hardware used give knowledge of the 

physical location of the end user of a deviee. 

No, it does not. 

And I know it's not an easy task, but can you 

explain to the Court why that is not the case from a 

technical point of view? 

Okay. So, the first point I'll make with respect to 

that is, if it could provide us a geographical cache 

of the end user, we would definitely do that because 

it is something we strive to do all the time. So, 

when we are deploying our various equipment, we are 

trying to deploy it an efficient manner. What that 

means is, we're looking for a point where I can 

cover the largest component of an network. So, if 

you look at it from old technology perspective, the 

LL lock phone with wire underground, it would be, we 

would follow all the wires until we found the one 

spot where the most wires went through and we would 
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deploy equipment there. Okay. In the Internet 

world, that's rouch more complex because the number 

of pathways are quite different, so it requires us 

to deploy equipment all over the place. The other 

factor that cornes into that is, by the way the 

Internet works and the communications are not 

travelling across the fixed path or going all over 

the place, that when a communication travels across, 

I'll say source 1 as reference in the diagram, it 

doesn't necessarily mean that it came from a 

location that is close proximity to that source. 

It may have come through a very securities route and 

then came back and travel that particular that 

particular point. 

So, because of that, we are unable to put the origin 

of that communication or the destination of that 

communication to a physical point. In sorne cases we 

have actually seen where deviees that appear to be, 

not in this case, but for purpose of explanation, 

appear to be in this particular location, we know 

the persan is in the location, they actually appears 

thought they're on the other side of an ocean 

somewhere, which is not the case, it's just the way 

the modern telecommunication networks are working, 

that tied to a geographical location is not there 
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when you're using the Internet. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examina tian 

Me Rouleau 

I understand. Would you give me just a moment. 

THE COURT: 

Though in all cases where people are using these 

mobile deviees, unless they put on their GPS 

tracker, which sorne people do in arder to find 

locations and directions, but it also focuses on 

their location. So, when people that are being 

investigated, those trackers, their GPS systems are 

off, there's no way for you to know the location. 

It would in the case where there's wires. 

So, in this case the GPS capabilities are not a 

function of the communications that we're 

intercepting here, as well they're not using the 

voice or the SMS to communicate. 

That's all deactivated. 

It's all deactivated, yes, or at least not used. If 

it were used, then there's various information that 

the telecommunication service providers might be 

able to provide, but in this case we're dealing with 

Internet based communications that do not carry that 

cellular information that a (inaudible) is used to 

hearing in cellphone tracking investigations. Okay. 

So, what we're dealing with completely restricted to 

Internet based communications, we do not have that 
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information at the points that we're looking at. 

Just on something you said before, if someone knew 

where your equipment was located or deployed they 

could develop systems to circumvent that. 

That's correct. It's more configuration of the 

deviees or they would use an application that 

doesn't travel along that pathway. 

If someone knew that you're in an office in downtown 

Edmonton, for example, that your equipment is there, 

that would enable them to develop a system to 

circumvent that? Just a geographical location, is 

that what you mean? 

So it - no, it's more that the actual physical 

location or virtual location in the networks. So ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay, can you expand on that notion of the ... 

THE COURT: 

Cause he didn't say that, that's what l'rn getting 

at. 

Okay. So, if we take an area, I've noticed that 

this building has Wi-Fi connections in it, okay, if 

somebody knew that I had an intercept point on the 

Wi-Fi network in this building, they would know, 

don't use Wi-Fi, use their cellular Internet service 

that they can plug into their computer. Okay? If 
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they then knew that I had the ability to intercept 

sorne cellular based Internet activity, and that's 

for argument sake it's TSP-1 cause I don't want to 

say Rogers, Bell or Telus, cause it would might tint 

them negatively, so we'll say TSP-1, that they're 

buying their service from. Then they would, no 

okay, I don't want to use the Rogers one or the Wi-

Fi here, I want to use ... 

THE COURT: 

You're not talking about geographical location, 

you're talking about the systems that are being used 

regardless of where the RCMP has their equipment. 

That is correct. Sometimes there is geographical 

consideration, but it is more the virtual path that 

is the most significant. 

THE COURT: 

Thank you. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Now, this concern is predicate upon the end user 

having an interest in your abilities. In your day-

to-day job, in your functions, are you able to see 

manifestations of that interest? Is that reality or 

something I just said like that? 

It is reality and it is something that we pay 

attention to and we ask our field Investigative 
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Units that if they see conversations of individuals 

that they're intercepting that speak to our 

capabilities or speak to any knowledge that it's 

been publically broadcast, where information as to 

what we can and can't do goes out, we ask for that 

intern information. 

We have seen in the past, (inaudible) sorne 

disclosure on a particular investigation in British-

Columbia, after sorne news articles, they were 

covering the Prosecution, discussed sorne of the 

thing that we did on that investigation, we did see 

a significant change in the behaviours of other 

subjects of investigation, they were using similar 

technology. 

Now, do you have a recent example of that 

manifestation of interest in a particular file that 

you - we wish to address today? 

Yes, I do. Recently, in New Brunswick, an 

investigation with our Investigative name of J-

Tornado, there was a BlackBerry based communication 

where there were individuals involved in a drug 

conspiracy were utilising the deviees to 

communicate. During that investigation there was an 

intervention, a disruption that occurred where sorne 

of the individuals, when they travel to close 
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proximity to this location in Laval, to deal drugs 

with suppliers, they were arrested. Other 

individuals that were parties to the offense, as 

I'll describe them, were communicating with the 

individuals that were coming here to buy drugs, as 

well as communicating after the individuals were 

arrested because there was, an arrested occurred 

here of individuals from New Brunswick as well as 

individuals from here. During that communication, 

which again came over BlackBerry deviees, we were 

able to see them talk about the security, how they 

knew they were secured, what did the other 

individuals do wrong as well as discussed that how 

they will gain access to learn what the individuals 

did wrong that allowed police to gain knowledge of 

what they were doing. 

So, what does that tell you as an Investigative 

organization from what you see on the ground, from 

those conversations? 

It tells me that those individuals care very much 

about maintaining their ability to communicate in a 

manner that we cannat intercept, and it is not a 

secondary thought, it is actually an immediate 

thought in their day-to-day operation of their 

activities. 
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Is the conversations that you are referring to 

pursuant to project Tornade? 

That's correct. 

Okay. 

At this point, Your Lordship, we have given copies 

of documents to my colleague that I wish to file at 

this point to illustrate what Mr. Flynn has 

discussed. The first - voilà, madame the first, I 

have copies for if need so, copies of the documents. 

They're all the same as the electronic version that 

everybody received sorne time ago - first document 

would be - I'm sarry - that I would wish to coter. 

I'll refer you have the ... 

THE WITNESS: 

I will take a copy from you so that there is no ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. All right. We didn't get- it's just the 

identification of the individuals involved in the 

conversation. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. This is my working copy? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. Yes. 

THE COURT: 

So, that will be E-25-C-1 c) . 
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Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

R. 

THE COURT: 

R-25 - sarry - C-1 c) 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

(inaudible). Bien, je ... charité bien ordonnée 

commence par soi-même. 

All right. Now, the next document that I wish to 

produce in evidence, madame la greffière, deux (2) 

copies, une pour monsieur le juge et une 

(inaudible) . 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Merci, maître. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Are - is the transcript of the actual exchange 

between these two (2) individuals. 

THE COURT: 

So, we'll put them together as R-25-C-1 ... 

THE CLERK: 

1. 

THE COURT: 

well, 1 b) was the first one. 

THE CLERK: 

The first one. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 
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Okay. 

THE COURT: 

Yes, and we'll put them en liasse. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Exarnination 

Me Rouleau 

And there's a third document that goes with that, is 

an explanation now. We asked the Federal Crown to 

give us an overview of the background of that file 

with as rouch relevant information as possible, to 

permit the exarnination and cross-exarnination of Mr. 

Flynn on that, and to give the Court as rouch as 

information as possible on that background. 

THE COURT: 

Are there anyrnore you're producing? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

That's it. 

THE COURT: 

All right. So, the first one that you gage will be 

25-C-1-c) roman numeral I - they're en liasse, but I 

think we should break them up - the second one, with 

the messages, will be roman numeral II, and the 

third one, sarne cote, roman numeral III, they're all 

R-25-C-1- c) . 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Hum, hum. 

LA COUR: 
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Ça va, madame la greffière? 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Ça va bien, merci. 

THE COURT: 

All right. Go ahead. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

So, Mr. Flynn, taking the actual transcripts of the 

conversations, roman numeral II, can you focus your 

attention on the relevant passage~ of that exchange 

that illustrate the proposition that you made 

before. 

Okay. If you look at the fourth line down, the time 

is nineteen fifty-five twelve (19:55:12), that is 

where a conversation commences in this particular 

part, where there is discussion how old the deviee 

is and they're referring to the BlackBerry deviee, 

so it appears tome they're starting to communicate 

about the actual deviee they're using. They talked 

about changing all of their phones over to newer 

deviees. They talked about the fact that according 

to the lawyer, one end of the message was 

intercepted, maybe, there's sorne doubt, in that 

statement, but one individual says, Not yours 

because it's fairly new. 

So, there's, in my opinion there's a belief that 
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because it's new they feel there's sorne added 

security in that. They go on to discuss again the 

age in the, as you progress down through this 

document, they talk about the security asking the 

individual who, I believe they're referring to the 

persan that supplied it to them. They talk about 

his skills, that is good with the stuff. Talks that 

he knows his phone is good which, in my opinion 

again is, he's referring to the fact that he can 

communicate without risk of being intercepted on it. 

That the individual does it the best way possible. 

They go on down through here about that individuals 

learned the hard way. And, excuse me, while I read 

sorne of this, just to get the full context again. 

They go on to have so other conversation that is 

unrelated to the security of the deviee, but talks 

about the risk that the risk that are accepting in 

what they're doing. 

Then, on the second page, at the time sequence of 

twenty-one ~o" one fqurteen (21:01:14), they started 

speaking, but they still don't - still don't 

understand how they found it. The driver must have 

done something, talked on his phone or did they run 

from a road black something. So, they know that 

something occurred at that time and then the reply 
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back to that is, don't know what was a mistake, and 

again, this is not good English their part but we'll 

found out when the lawyer get the proof, but for now 

it doesn't change the fact that it happened and I'm 

up (inaudible), as he says. Okay. 

So, again, throughout this document they talk 

about the security at one point in - first l'rn gonna 

go back to the first page, at time sequence twenty 

~o" eight ~o" three (20:08:03), it's about half way 

down the page on the right. 

He says, Anyway, not keep anything passed six (6) 

months, you could tell your guy that the source code 

is available. Now, I'll understand, in other ward, 

it jeopardize the security, ask him, I'll give him 

the link to go read. 

In there, I believe they're talking about the open 

source code for PGP, because he's referencing PGP in 

the conversation before and they're discussing this 

at a level that concerns me because they're actually 

performing research into this. 

They're talking at a very technical level of source 

code, and what source code is, is not the software 

that an end user takes and puts on their phone, it's 

the code that the person that developed the 

software, the computer language that they program in 
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to make it function. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

So, it's not like when you're go into Word and 

create a text based document, it's not your user 

interface (inaudible), it's actually the engineer or 

the computer program all that developed all of the 

code in the back end. They're talking about looking 

at the code that makes those things appear a certain 

way. So, whether or not these individuals have the 

ability to read the source code and make sense of 

it, I don't know, but for myself, when we're looking 

at this type of thing, it is indicating to me that 

they're going beyond the regular user that says it's 

a BlackBerry, it's secured, it's a PGP deviee, it's 

secured. They're actually talking about how they 

know it's secure. 

THE COURT: 

So, this is like an enterprise server that uses a 

PGP and they put in their own key or their own code. 

That is correct in many cases. In this particular 

users, I'm not positive who put the code in, but it 

is a BlackBerry Enterprise deviee. 

Because if someone get the PGP you don't need a 

particular key or a code unless it's part of an 

enterprise service, is that right? 

If they get a PGP deviee, they only difference, you 
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could use PGP not on a BlackBerry Enterprise Server, 

that's correct, if that's what you were asking ... 

But then, do you need a particular code? 

By putting the PGP on there, it is generating a 

unique code. 

It has its own code, but the user doesn't have to 

know it. 

The user doesn't know one component of it, but they 

usually put in a password. 

All right. 

They can choose not to ... 

But this could have meant the password or it could 

be with respect to several users that have a system 

that's compatible or similar to the PGP Enterprise 

Service that you described earlier. 

Right. In this case I do know that it is BlackBerry 

Enterprise Service with PGP bound, yes. 

THE COURT: 

All right. Yes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

What, if any, but what red lights or red flags does 

this raise as far as what you do in the field, 

tactically speaking, knowing that this type of 

discussion is going on with individuals accused of 

crimes? 
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So, I'm concerned about a couple of things in this. 

Number one is they are focussing on their security, 

they are not comfortable just using anything out 

there. Number two, they seem to have sorne technical 

knowledge, to a greater (inaudible) or extent around 

what it takes to secure their communications. They 

- thirdly, they are seeking out individuals that 

they trust to aid them in providing those 

communications as referenced in the document The 

person is good with her stuff. 

As well, they believe that they will gain 

information about how we circumvented the security 

that they employed through disclosure packages or 

courtroom testimony, as has been evidenced in the 

past in other investigations. And has shown, we 

believe to have a fairly direct link in a fairly 

i mmediate change in behaviour of other individuals 

after sorne newspaper articles of the coverage came 

out. 

Okay. I would like to direct your attention to part 

of your report that is more technical in nature, but 

that starts at page 8. 

THE COURT: 

Before you do that ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 
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Yes. 

THE COURT: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

my error with the numbering of the exhibits, I'm 

sorry, Madam Clerk, just gonna do that again. The 

first one that, it should be R-25-C-2 I) (small I). 

THE CLERK: 

C-25-C-2 I) (small I). 

THE COURT: 

And the other one is C-2 ii) (two small ii) . And 

the third one is ... 

THE CLERK: 

Three small iii) (three iii). 

THE COURT: 

C-2 iii) (three small iii), and they' re all en 

liasse. Okay? 

THE CLERK: 

Yes. Thank you. 

THE COURT: 

Sorry about that. Go ahead. Go ahead, maître, 

excuse-me. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Actually, Your Lordship, I was going into a more 

technical aspect of Mr. Flynn's testimony. Since 

it's close to twenty-three past twelve (12:23), I 

was wondering if we ... 
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THE COURT: 

Break for lunch. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

... if this would not be a good time to take break 

lunch break right now? 

THE COURT: 

I have a suggestion, and I'll leave that totally up 

to you and the witness and the interpreters as well. 

In view of the time we lost yesterday, I'm prepared 

to go till a quarter to one (12:45). Is that all 

right, Madam Clerk? 

THE CLERK: 

Yes, it's fine with me. 

LA COUR: 

Madame la huissière, ça va? 

LA BUISSIÈRE: 

(inaudible) 

THE COURT: 

Okay. Interpreters? 

INTERPRETERS: 

(inaudible) . 

THE COURT: 

Okay. Is that a yes? 

ONE INTERPRETER: 

Yes. 
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THE COURT: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

Yes, okay. If you want to get started or if you 

prefer to stop it now, we can do that. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Actually, actually, I think that - no, it might be, 

we might be able to wrap up the public part of Mr. 

Flynn's testimony this morning if we went a little 

bit further than twelve thirty (12:30), meaning that 

we could set up the - all the gizmos, and he 

required to do the ex parte when we reconvene at two 

(2:00). 

THE COURT: 

All right. Go ahead and we won't go later that 

quarter to one (12:45), but stop when you feel it's . 

appropriate. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. Thank you very much. 

THE COURT: 

Go ahead. 

So, Mr. Flynn ... 

THE COURT: 

I'll take for granted that for all counsels that ... 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

(inaudible) 

THE COURT: 
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... that's okay? All right. Go ahead. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Just to clear up a technical aspect of your 

testimony and the proof in this file. You mentioned 

or described the interception process that took 

place and what the actual, the investigators in 

Montreal were able to read, as far as output of the 

system, your report gives detail of those - the 

types of output that were encountered in the 

Clemenza investigation. Can you explain to the 

Court what we're dealing with as far as what the end 

user would see. 

Okay. So, I'll reference my document of those, 

okay, on page 8, there is a sample message on there 

that shows the output of our processing system that 

is accessible to the end user. So, on page 8, part 

C, in paragraph 28, there's a sample message there 

that has several, what I'll call tags, in it. The 

first group of tags, the ones with x-meta in front 

of it, that is sorne - simply something that is added 

to the top of the communication that allow us, that 

is we develop future systems to handle this in a 

more corporate environment or to put it into other 

more regimented collection systems and that monitors 

would look at. Those are tags that we put in place 
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that are meant for computers to use that. Okay? 

Then, below that is a representation or decoding of 

the message that shows the two (2) from the 

intercept date, the sending deviee, date and time. 

I can go through each one of these individually if 

you' d like ... 

Yes, please. 

... so that we can break that down. 

Yes. 

So, the first tag is x-meta-source. It starts in 

paragraph 29 and this is usually the PIN of the 

originator of the message and, as I stated earlier, 

that tag is added by our processing system, but it's 

extracted from the packet of information as we 

intercept it off the wire, so either in the content 

of the actual message or somewhere on that envelop 

that is used to guide that packet as it flies across 

wires and through the air. Okay? 

So, as I stated earlier, it saY,s it's usually 

represents the PIN address of the sending deviee. 

It can also have other things in there, depending on 

the type of communication it was or where it was 

intercepted, because in sorne cases we can only see 

the server that it's coming from going to the end 

user or we can only see the server it's going to as 
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it leaves the end user. So, it's not always coming, 

at the point where doing our intercept, we can tell 

the parties on either side of it, but there may be a 

server that's doing stuff in the middle, and in that 

case, if there is, that's usually what we see there, 

but we can always see the sender or recipient and in 

other - sorne cases we can see bath. Okay? So, the 

next tag ... 

QUESTIONED BY THE COURT: 

You can see sender and/or recipient. 

Correct. And/or recipient. 

But you, at the end, on page 9, you say the field 

may also have the identifier of a server. 

Correct. 

So, it may. 

So ... 

Do you sometimes see the server or sometimes not or? 

Depending on how they're communicating and which 

point of interception is there. So, I'll give you 

an example: when I click "send" on a message - and I 

won't get into the exact type because I think that 

could be informative for sorne individuals - so, when 

I click "send" on a certain type of message, I will 

see that it's coming from a particular PIN address 

and it's going to a server on the Internet. In 
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other occasions, I will see that the message if I'm 

on, let's say I have an intercept order for the 

recipient deviee, I will see it's coming from that 

server, going to a particular PIN address. In an 

other communication application you will see that 

the source PIN address is going directly to another 

PIN address. 

Why wouldn't you get the server in between? 

There may not be a server in between. As I had 

explained earlier, with these deviees they have so 

many different communication options, depending on 

whether they're using Pin-to-Pin, BBM, e-mail and so 

on, it will go through a server in sorne cases. If 

it's on a BES server, they can say, instead of 

routing it through the Internet to the various 

switching equipment to the BES server and back to 

the recipient, they can say ... 

What server? 

The BES server, the BlackBerry Enterprise Server. 

All right. 

They can tell it not go the normal path, go this 

direct path through secure channels of communication 

to a server that then handles the communication. 

But your BES server, it still goes through RIM, it 

still goes through BlackBerry. 
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It does. It's just when does it go through there. 

But you won't have B1ackBerry, you won't get that 

like you would a normal server. 

I'm sarry, I couldn't hear with the scraping noise. 

With another type of a server, whether it's Bell or 

Rogers, you'll be able, as you say, sometimes you'll 

have the identity of the server. Let's take Bell, 

for example, if it's the BlackBerry Enterprise 

Server and you see the sender and the recipient, the 

Pin-to-Pin, in the middle there is your BlackBerry 

Enterprise Server, so you'll have RIM, you'll have 

BlackBerry. Will you see that from time to time? 

Again, depending on whether it's a Pin-to-Pin or 

BBM, yes you will see ... 

Because on your diagram, on page 5 you refer to the 

first cloud where you have Wi-Fi, Rogers, RIM, etc., 

so your BEM (sic) will be in that first cloud. Your 

BES, your BlackBerry Enterprise Server, sarry. 

So, the BlackBerry Enterprise Server is not a server 

that's operated by BlackBerry. That is a server 

that they sell, that end users, like the Government 

of Canada or other people that sell deviees on these 

networks, buys form RIM. The madel that that 

enforces is, they're turning over the security madel 

that the deviees use to somebody independent from 
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them. So, when it cornes to Pin-to-Pin, in a lot of 

BlackBerry(s) public statements, they've made 

statements that it is an encoding method. Okay? 

They don't refer to it often as encryption, they 

call it encoding. When they point to the BlackBerry 

Enterprise Server, they speak to encryption because 

there are keys and stuff that are controlled. 

The elements that are required to render a 

communication intelligible can be applied by 

somebody that buys a licence, like you buy Microsoft 

Word and use it in your organization or you buy a 

mail server that the Government uses, you buy a 

BlackBerry Enterprise Server and then you're in 

control of another layer of security, that second 

safe that I referred to, you're adding that layer 

that they control. 

When there's a server like that involved, in sorne 

occasions you will see that server address in the 

source or destination field as opposed to the end 

deviee because it's going there, getting handled, 

getting decrypted from you, re-encrypted for the 

intendant recipient and then sent out. 

But when you have the BlackBerry Enterprise Server, 

when the sender to the recipient, what intermediate 

steps take place before it gets to the recipient? 
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So, when you send ... 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Questioned by The Court 

There's no there's no Bell, there's no Rogers, 

there's no normal service provider. 

Actually, there is. Every phone has to have a 

normal service provider. 

Okay. 

It travels through their networks and this is where 

the configuration ... 

But you won't catch it on their networks. 

Pardon me? 

You won't catch it on their networks. 

It, depending speaking about where we catch it or 

not is one of the elements that we're sensitive on. 

All right. 

But the location that we do intercept it, so let me 

explain the BlackBerry Enterprise model a little bit 

more, cause I think it'll draw the information 

you're seeking out. When you send a message between 

one user and another without anything in between, 

you have to secure that message in a way that both 

deviees understand or that each deviee independent 

of each other can open. 

So, when you send a message through a BES server, 

the security is - the BES layer security is applied 

25 by the server and the deviee. So, if I send a 
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message to Mr. Rouleau, here, my B1ackBerry is on a 

BES server, when I send a message it is encrypted 

from my deviee to the BlackBerry Enterprise Server 

with something that only the server and my deviee 

understands. That server receives the message, 

decrypts i t. .. 

By the server you're referring to ... 

The BlackBerry Enterprise Server. 

All right. 

That is own by the Government of Canada, that they 

purchased from BlackBerry. Okay? 

So, in your example you're presuming that maître 

Rouleau is on the same BlackBerry Enterprise Server 

as you? 

Yes, but there is, as I'll explain, a method of when 

it's not. So, when I send my communication it goes 

from my deviee to the BlackBerry Enterprise Server, 

it is decrypted, that BlackBerry Enterprise Server 

looks at the content of the message and says where 

is it supposed to go. 

If it is intended to go to a recipient on the same 

network, than it looks up in its tables and says, 

this is how I need to encrypt it for his deviee to 

be able to receive it and open it, ans it packages 

up and it sends it out. So, depending on whether I 
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collect the message before or after the server, 

there's different things that I will see when I look 

at the data. It's still in the pathway, but the 

point in which I collect that may see different 

information in the header of that envelop that is 

being sent. Okay? 

If he is on a different BlackBerry Enterprise 

Server, then those two (2) servers will communicate, 

they will send information back and forth and then 

the persan, the server that's responsible for 

securing his communications secures that pathway 

from the server to him. This is the challenge with 

this type of technology is, this answer to almost 

every question and how things are configured is: It 

depends. Because it can be configured in so many 

different ways, it is highly flexible, it's highly 

secure and small changes allow the people that are 

running these things to circumvent where we've got 

to because we have great difficulty kipping pace 

with the evolution of the technology. 

So, that's why it's difficult to answer somebody's 

questions because there may be five (5) answers to 

your question, depending on how that individual 

server is configured. So, I'm attempting to give 

the best representation. 
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THE COURT: 

Okay. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

EXAMINED BY Me ROBERT ROULEAU (continued) : 

For the second field - I'm sarry - second field 

headed x-meta destination. 

Again, similar to the source, this is the 

information that extracted and that tag is added by 

our processing system to say, this is the intended 

recipient. Okay? 

Uh-huh. 

So, it's extracted again from the contents of the 

message if, if it's there, or from the envelop, if 

it's visible on the envelop from the outside. 

All right. 

So, the next field is the x-meta date, this is a 

time stamp that's added by different elements of the 

intercept solution. So, I spoke earlier about 

source 1, source 2 and so on. Sorne of those pieces 

of equipment have the ability to put time stamp on 

those little packets as they're being collected. 

There is a lot of information in the public about 

intercept capability in networks and lawful 

intercept solutions that are built into sorne of this 

communication equipment by the manufacturers, 

particularly out of the US where there's actually 
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law that says the telecommunication service 

providers have to have intercept capable networks. 

So, sorne of that equipment will add time stamp on it 

and in other situations where we have equipment 

deployed, our equipment will add a time stamp to 

say, this is the first time that we touched · this 

communication, so we know that is the closest 

representation to when the communication was 

occurring, cause it had to be live on a wire 

somewhere in order for us to put that time stamp 

there. 

All right. 

Oka y? 

Going on to the next one, the TU. The TU? 

So the TU is again similar to the source, but this 

is meant for presentation to the investigator or 

monitor that's looking at it. And this is the 

information that is actually typed into the TU 

field, so when I go on to my BlackBerry deviee and 

say, I'm going to send a message to a particular 

individual, when I select that individual or I type 

it in, that is what is entered into that field. 

Okay, but how - why is that, a bunch of numbers and 

letters. 

So, when you put somebody in - so, when you sign up 
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for a BlackBerry, you give yourself a name ... 

Uh-huh. 

... and your deviee has a unique identifier, which 

is your PIN. 

Okay. 

That PIN is unique to the deviee, the name that is 

next to it, that name can come from the actual 

BlackBerry deviee that has that PIN, or that name 

can come from, let's say, when I enter in one of my 

friends, BlackBerry in my deviee I don't want to use 

the name the name that they provide, I want to call 

it, ~Best friend". If I had entered ~Best friend" 

in there, depending on the stage of the 

communication, and again it changes, you would see 

the PIN number plus ~Best friend", or you'd see the 

PIN number plus the individual's name. 

THE COURT: 

Is the 229 is PIN number here? 

That's correct. The 299A6393 is the PIN number. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Which is? 

The recipient's deviee. 

Yes, but which is unique to every deviee. 

Correct. 

That exists. 
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Correct. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

And by the way, in project Clemenza, well, in the 

scope of this investigation, what are we primarily 

dealing with as far as the types of communication 

are concerned? Pin-to-Pin or whatever else that ... 

Primarily, Pin-to-Pin and BBM communications. 

We're moving on to the next field, which is From: 

So, From: again, the same as source, it's the PIN 

address of the deviee that is sending it, as well as 

the name that they have in their own deviee. Okay? 

Next, following that is the intercept date and 

what's the difference between that and the- the 

meta-date you just described ... 

So, they - they are actually the same, it is just 

meant till we put it in this separate field, so that 

it is displayed to the - the end user. 

Okay. Nest one is, Sending deviee date. 

So, when an individual clicks send on their message 

there's a component of that message, the BlackBerry 

takes the current date and time as it knows it and 

embeds it in the message. So, that is something 

that is actually added by the sending deviee. 

So, if an individual changes the clock on their 

BlackBerry to say it is now, instead of being twelve 

forty (12:40) here, that it's actually two forty 
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(2:40) here, when they click send, the deviee will 

embed two forty (2:40) as the time. 

THE COURT: 

It depends on the time on the deviee that's sending. 

On the deviee itself. But the majority of the time 

we see this type of communication, that time is 

accurate, because most users configure their 

BlackBerry to synchronize with the clock of the 

wireless carrier that they're using. 

For example, we just dropped back an hour, most 

people with cellphones that are connected to the 

Internet automatically dropped back an hour. 

Correct. 

And that's your experience in most of ... 

That is the experience, yes. It is - we have also 

on to a much lesser extent, experienced where users 

change it, but ... 

By what? 

Where user will change their clock. 

All right. 

But that is ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

(inaudible) manually speaking. 

Manually physically go in and change the settings. 

But that is, that is rare, in my experience. 
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Now, last field, but not the least one, what's the 

last line on the example you gave? 

So, the last line is actually the content portion, 

the body portion of the message as the individual 

typed it sent it across - to the intent a recipient, 

there's no translation that's actually from the 

intercepted ... 

What was typed in the sending deviee. 

Correct. The message they ... 

As it. 

... want to be received. 

Okay. You mentioned that you, sometimes there is a 

subject field and sometimes not? 

Correct. 

And what is that, the subject? 

So, again, when - when a user selects who they're 

sending it to, they have various options of creating 

the content they intent the person to read. They 

can enter a subject field or they can just skip and 

add a body. And sometimes they add subject, and 

sometimes they add a body, it all depends. When 

you're looking at your BlackBerry, when you receive 

a message, if there's a subject you see that there 

which tells you whether to open it or not. If 

there's not, then it'll grab sorne content and 
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display it from the body. 

THE COURT: 

The same as e-mail. 

Same as e-mail, exactly. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Bare with me for one second. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

I suggest we break for lunch now, it's a quarter to 

one (12:45). 

THE COURT: 

I think we'll break now. I just like to know, is 

two o'clock (2:00) sufficient for everybody; if not, 

I'll make it two fifteen (2:15). Interpreters? 

ONE INTERPRETER: 

Two fifteen (2:15) would be nice. 

THE COURT: 

All right, two fifteen (2:15). Before you complete 

the public part, I would 1ike the witness, again, to 

distinguish SMS texting with BBM and PIN. 

(inaudible) sorne distinguishing factors in the 

differences and as their link with the service 

providers or not? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. 

THE COURT: 

Thank you. Bon lunch. 
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THE WITNESS: 

Merci. 

THE COURT: 

Two fifteen (2 h 15) . 

RE CESS 

UPON RESUMING 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Ça va, madame? 

THE COURT: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

So, the witness is under the same oath. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 

UNDER THE SAME OATH 

EXAMINED BY Me ROBERT ROULEAU (continued) : 

Pursuant to your testimony of this morning, I have 

three (3) technical questions before getting into 

the fourth one which is more directly aimed at what 

Mr. Justice Stober indicated this morning. My first 

one is regarding the hash tag, the md5 

identification that is created for every given 

message. Can you tell me, or tell me again, when 

precisely is that hash tag value created by the 

system? 

Okay. The processing system that has the 

responsibility of turning the intercepted packets 
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into a human readable format does that as part of 

the process automatically when it's creating that 

document that is intelligible. It is before any 

point where somebody has access to an intelligible 

product. 

And asper your interception ... 

THE COURT: 

Just a second. 

Could you repeat that, because I think that's 

important and I want to get that down right. 

Okay. 

THE COURT: 

I'm sorry, maître. 

So, the processing system that takes the packets, 

those envelops as I described that fly across the 

world, puts them together and converts, decodes the 

intercepted information and creates a human readable 

form of the message. At the time of creating that 

human readable form, it calculates that a hash 

value, that signature. That is done prier to any 

point where a user, a monitor, an investigator or 

even the technical staff that are in my office, 

would have the ability to look at the communication. 

So, it's at the time your xyta (phon.) or whatever 

the numbers are, are convert again to a message, I'm 
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going to store, or whatever it is. 

That's correct. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. Thank you. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

Okay. I'll try to formulate this question as 

precisely as I can. 

THE COURT: 

We do have bigger pieces of paper if you need. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

That's quite enough. 

When is your ability to identify any given PIN 

number in this process? And what do you or don't 

you need to resort to get that information, to 

identify a PIN number. 

Okay. At our collection server, where all those 

packets of information are collected and permanent 

records are created of them, before any of those 

individual envelops go in, we are able to inspect 

the outside of that packet to attribute it to a 

deviee that is being subject to interception. 

We do that for everything, whether it be our own 

equipment being deployed or whether it is one of 

these lawful intercept solutions that I spoke about 

earlier, because that we - we take that verification 
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Me Rouleau 

very seriously, and by doing that comparison to a 

known value, being the PIN address, at that point it 

wouldn't matter if somebody, by mistake forwarded 

or the (inaudible) has started hitting the front end 

of our collection system, we are able to 

independently, at that point, verify that it is in 

fact to or from that particular deviee (inaudible) . 

THE COURT: 

Oh! you can examine the outside of the packet, which 

is the envelop, the way you described it this 

morning, to determine the ... 

PIN address. 

to determine a PIN address. 

Correct. It is there in a format that is readable 

by the machines. Again, it's a machine function, 

it's not a human function. The machine inspects 

that data as it cornes in to say, did it come from or 

is it destined to a targeted deviee. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

And in that process do you need in any way, shape or 

form input from a third party, for example, a 

BlackBerry in this case? 

No, we do not. 

Also, you mentioned - we discussed the access that 

was granted to the Defence lawyer, Mr. Wilkinson, in 
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Me Rouleau 

a given case, to the interception room in a classic 

wiretapping context, with phone lines and so on and 

so forth. Were you involved personally in that 

decision to grant access and how was that - how did 

that come about? 

So, I was not personally involved in that. I 

subsequently heard different discussions, but just 

as a point. I'm not sure that it was Mr. Wilkinson 

or whether it was Mr. Lacy that attended the office, 

just to ... 

Okay, of course. 

... to get to my level of knowledge. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I ... 

I know that ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

... just to assist, if it does help. I think the 

affidavit refers to a partner at Greenspan partners, 

and I wasn't - I was trying not to put myself into 

the proceedings as it were - I was the first one at 

the wire room. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. All right. All right. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

If that helps. 
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Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Okay. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

So, I have knowledge that such visits have occurred. 

Okay. 

The (inaudible) of it, I'm not familiar with it. 

And maybe my colleague can answer that, but do you 

know for a fact if that, the granting to - of access 

to the wire room was consensual on your part? Was 

it like an agreement between ... 

Yes, it was. 

Okay. I see. All right. 

THE COURT: 

When you say, It was, you mean - do you mean the 

RCMP agreed. 

That is my understanding. 

THE COURT: 

Okay, maître Lacy? 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I'm, sorry, that's not accurate. The RCMP ... 

THE COURT: 

Well, maître Lacy, you're not testifying, he's 

testifying. You said you wanted to stay out of 

i t ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

He said he understand that to be the case. 
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THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

So, if it's based on sorne hearsay ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Well, you'll cross-examine him after. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

... I'm objecting to the hearsay. If it's not based 

on his personal knowledge, I'm objecting to him 

offering the hearsay evidence. I happen to know 

it's not reliable. So, in this particular case, I'm 

not content that this witness offer hearsay on this 

issue. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I won't- I won't ... 

THE COURT: 

Next question. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

As per the comments of Mr. Justice Stober of the -

when we broke for lunch, can you give us an overview 

of the possibilities that exist as per the system 

architecture for, starting with SMS going to BBM, 
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Pin-to-Pin, towards PGP or the (inaudible) for in 

that order, if you can do that, with the 

possibilities that exist in the involvement of 

either BlackBerry Internet Services or Enterprise 

Services as the system architecture and the 

different channels that the communications can take. 

THE COURT: 

Before you do that, could you just follow up on my 

question this morning and simplify the distinctions 

between a simple text and then the difference 

between that and the ... 

A Pin-to-Pin. 

... let's say a BBM as opposed to a Pin-to-Pin. 

Okay. So, both corrceptually are the same thing, 

it's sending a text message to a, from another 

individual. The difference is, in SMS was the 

system used for SMS messages was created prier to 

most phones having Internet connectivity. So, it 

was simply the voice channel of a cellphone and the 

data channel of cellphone. 

And when I say data, I'm talking about a channel 

that the telecommunication service network uses to 

control the deviee, turn the power up or turn the 

power down or authenticate to the network, that type 

of thing. 
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Examination 

Me Rouleau 

So, with respect to SMS, it travels across that data 

pathway of a cellular phone to a piece of equipment 

that is operated by the person who is actually 

supplying the phone to the individual, the 

telecommunication service provider. They have a 

server in their network that receives that message 

from the phone and forwards it through similar 

equipment in their network to the recipient or to a 

partner network if the recipient is on another 

network. 

With BBM and PIN it is virtually the same, except 

that instead of going across the traditional 

telephone components of a cellphone, it goes across 

the Internet connectivity of the phone. So, it's 

actually an Internet based communication and it goes 

to dedicated servers that are in place for 

forwarding those messages on to the end users as 

well as tracking things, like the status of an 

individual. 

When you send an SMS you don't know if the person 

received it, you don't know if the person's phone is 

on, you don't if it's off, with sorne of the more 

advanced features like PIN and BBM, you can see - so 

BBM as an example, you can see the person status, so 

you can see, in sorne cases, depending on the version 
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you're talking about, you can see that the person's 

phone is actually on, the person is, marked 

themselves available. Okay? You get a confirmation 

that they received it and, again, if they configured 

it to allow it, you'll actually geta message to say 

that they've read it, in the case of BBM. 

With Pin-to-Pin, you get a confirmation that they -

it's been delivered to the deviee. Whether they've 

opened it or not, (inaudible). So, really, they are 

exactly the same as far as sending a message. 

There's a server in between that handles it and 

routes it. 

Okay. By a server here you're referring, give me an 

example. 

So, there is actually BBM servers spread throughout 

the world that as someone goes to send a message, 

the BlackBerry network will choose which server to 

send that communication to, based on how busy the 

other servers are, what are the link speed to a 

particular server pass to then another, he will 

route it through these different pathways to get it 

as quickly an as reliably to the end user. 

Well, let's say I was right here, what would the 

server be? 

If it were right here? 
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Yes. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

So, if we were sending a message from this location, 

to be honest with you, I don't know the physical 

location of those BBM servers, that is something 

that is managed by BlackBerry. 

Okay. 

The server could theoretically hit anywhere in the 

world though. It doesn't necessarily hit, as I know 

from working on sorne of (inaudible), it doesn't 

necessarily hit a server in Montreal, in Ottawa or, 

for that matter, it doesn't even have to hit a 

server in Canada. If the fastest and most reliable 

BBM server is somewhere else in the world, it will 

travel across the Internet to that location and then 

back. 

But for the SMS the servers are gonna be like Rogers 

or Bell. 

Correct. 

Okay. For the BBM and the PIN(s), you're using the 

BBM network, but do they hit (inaudible) to Bell and 

Rogers? 

Just through the pathway, the Internet pathway. I 

doesn't hit a server at Bell or Rogers that specifie 

to handling this ... 

Okay. It's not the same as the cables or the towers 
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we see for the cellphones, it's not the same thing 

because you're using an Internet pathway. 

So, it still goes through those towers, but it goes 

through an Internet gateway for ease of explanation 

on those towers. It gets diverted from- so a voice 

communication and an SMS commu~ication, when you 

perform those types of activities on the phones, it 

goes to equipment that is Rogers or Bell, that is 

set up to route the communication to take messages, 

receive messages and so on, as a manage service. 

The Internet side, it still goes through a tower, it 

still goes through network deviees in their 

infrastructure, but it goes as one big pipe of 

Internet. So, if somebody sent a BBM, an e-mail, 

write a WEB page, tweeted, looked at Facebook all at 

the same time, they all go across that Internet 

pathway out to the servers that are not necessarily 

on Rogers or Bell's network, and get handle by those 

servers. It is an Internet pipe. 

So, in SMS, Rogers and Bell manage both the 

connectivity, the pathway of the communication and 

the server. For a Pin-to-Pin or a BBM message, they 

just manage the pathway and RIM manages the servers. 

That's the demarcation point between the networks. 

Repeat that, RIM manages the ... 
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Servers. 

servers. 

The vault in BBM and Pin-to-Pin. 

And as far as the pathways? 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

That is by the carrier. The initial pathway to the 

Internet. So, from the phone to the Internet, is 

the carrier. So, that' 's Rogers, Bell or Telus or 

who ever the carrier might be. 

But with regular texting, SMS for example, before 

it's readable, does it get into the types of things 

you described this morning or is it immediately 

readable or does it get going to sorne mumbo-jumbo, 

the way you described the different letters and 

things that are unintelligible to the reader. 

So, there's a brief period of unintelligibility when 

it's going through the airways, but at first server 

that receives it, it is readable at that point. 

THE COURT: 

All right. Thank you, Maître Rouleau. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

And concentrating on the Pin-to-Pin communications, 

can you tell the Court - you mentioned already that, 

I don't want to put words in you mouth, but I think 

you said that most of what you'd expect from the 

Pin-to-Pin conversations, if you don't do anything 
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special with the phone, will be through BlackBerry 

Internet Services. 

Correct. 

Is there a possibility with Pin-to-Pin to use 

BlackBerry Enterprise Services in arder for those 

communications - Pin-to-Pin communications to be 

more secured? 

So, there are various things that end users can do 

to affect the security badly on the deviee. I'm 

reluctant to get into tao much details of that 

because I believe it would be informative for sorne 

individuals to circumvent sorne of what we would like 

to be able to maintain capabilities on or develop 

capabilities on. 

Okay. I understand. 

THE COURT: 

The BlackBerry and the Pin-to-Pin, BlackBerry is 

linked to the helder of the account, but the 

BlackBerry is not based on number like the Pin-to-

Pin. Am I right or is it overlap? 

BBM and Pin-to-Pin are bath tied to the deviee 

itself from a delivery perspective. So, when once 

somebody signs in to BBM or in Pin-to-Pin there is 

no signing feature on it, but from a delivery 

perspective on the network it traverses in the same 
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manner. 

MARK ANDREW FLYNN 
Examination 

Me Rouleau 

What's the difference between the two (2)? 

It' s both ... 

The SMS you've distinguish it. 

It's more the Pin-to-Pin, when I send a message to 

another individual I have to absolutely have the PIN 

number of the other individual. With sorne of the 

BBM features you can send a message to somebody 

based on their identity. So, as they move around 

there is the ability to send it to another type of 

deviee. 

If you gonna send it Pin-to-Pin you have, either 

have to have the ether person's PIN number or? 

That's it, with a Pin-to-Pin. 

Okay. 

So, Pin-to-Pin is only functional on a BlackBerry 

deviee, BBM now is functional on ether deviees that 

are not BlackBerry, so you can get it on iPhone and 

so on. 

But BBM is not based on a number. 

BBM, it's not solidly tied to a serial number that's 

embedded in a phone, it is more software controlled. 

They are in essence virtually identical, BBM is what 

I would call, even though it's marketed something 

25 different, more of an evolution on it. It still 
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travels with the number, it's still based on a 

number, our filtering criteria is still based on 

that number because it is always there, but there is 

more flexibility in the BBM system to allow a more 

advanced things. 

In fact, they've gone now to voice communications on 

it and extended it beyond, which is traditionally 

Pin-to-Pin message being tied to just a BlackBerry 

deviee. It's -- they're becoming more flexible, 

it's an evolution more that it's a difference. 

BBM now you - you're right we could not only have 

the voice, it's almost like Skype. You can speak to 

somebody on a cellphone while looking at them in 

real time. 

Yes. 

Yes. Which you can't do with Pin-to-Pin. 

Right. 

Yes. Okay. 

Go ahead. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

So, Your Lordship, in the public section of Mr. 

Flynn's testimony I have nothing further. 

THE COURT: 

Thank you. Cross-examination, and, Maître Lacy, 
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you're certainly free to pursue the area that you 

set up and addressed earlier. Go ahead. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I think we had in vision that my friend would finish 

all of his examination in chief, including the in 

private part, rather than bifurcating the 

examination in chief. I appreciate, that means we 

leave and, but then I would do the cross-examination 

afterwards. 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I'm in Your Honour hands, I can go now if you'd 

like. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I don't disagree with my colleague if he wants to do 

it that way it's fine with us. I doesn't change 

anything. 

THE COURT: 

I'd like to here from sorne of the other lawyers, are 

there any other positions? Do you need a minute 

just to discuss it and if everybody agrees on the 

procedure. Is there anybody that disagrees with the 

procedure proposed by Mr. Lacy? 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 
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No. 

THE COURT: 

No. All right. Then we'll do that. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

DISCUSSION 

All right. We will need a couple of minutes to set 

up the system in arder to ... 

THE COURT: 

Okay, just to take into account, Defence counsels 

schedules. I think you mentioned it would be little 

than an hour? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Oh! it'll be half an hour (~ h). 

THE COURT: 

But will be finished it today. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Oh! yes. Oh! yes, we - definitely. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. And then the next step would be to postpone 

it to get the transcript, is that right? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. Actually, my colleague mentioned that in arder 

to use the Court's time as efficiently as possible, 

he'd start his cross-examination. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 
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Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

And it might be, of course, that with the 

transcripts he'd have further questions on another 

day, or maybe not, but if he's finished today, I 

mean. So, I think that's the best way togo about 

it : 

THE COURT: 

Okay. So, begin cross-examination today. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

But we'll finish the ex parte, if we finish today, 

and there's time we'll do the cross-examination 

today on the public part, postpone this motion until 

you get the transcript redacted and then Defence 

counsel could continue the cross-examination at that 

time. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

And we can deal with other issues as well. Is that 

agreeable? Yes. Okay. So, we'll take a break. 

Just, if we finish today, have you thought about 

tomorrow? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 
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Yes, I'll let my colleague discuss that with you 

because we've ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

We had envisioned that you might want to render your 

decision concerning a 186.1.1. 

THE COURT: 

Yes, that won't take, it won't take a large part of 

the day. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Yes, that could be the first thing. After that 

there is the motion from Mr. Mirarchi concerning 

sealed packets, packages, and there's quite a few 

them, so it will take sometime to go through all the 

packages. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

That could be done also tomorrow morning. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

So, that could be these things. And I don't know if 

you would want to resume the cross-examination of 

Mr. Flynn tomorrow morning, the public - on the 

public part, I don't know, if ... 
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THE COURT: 

I, from what you're saying it sounds like a good 

part of the day tomorrow would be occupied. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

And then you'll - we'll discuss la suite after that. 

Oka y? 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

We could do that, yes. I wou1d, I - also, just for 

you to know, I think that we could also argue the 

Telus motion later on, maybe Thursday, if it's 

agreeable to the Court. 

THE COURT: 

What's the time required for that, in your opinion. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

I think that - I don't for Mr. Lacy, but for us it 

would be about an hour. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

An hour or so. So, within a day I think we would be 

finished, Sir. 

THE COURT: 

Mr. Lacy? 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Yes, I think the argument can be done, on - from our 
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side, in less than an hour. 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

All right. Are there any other counsellors who are 

gonna address that for the Defence? 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

We will be addressing a few comments, take fifteen 

(15) minutes to add, depending on what Mr. Lacy 

says, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

Sir, if I may, with - the parties agreed that it was 

a matter of law, the first part, that's why it's 

gonna be so short, it's not about the actual 

extraction of the deviees, so that will be dealt ... 

THE COURT: 

What are we referring to, now? 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

The Telus motion. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

So, that's why it's gonna be such a short time to be 

argued. 

THE COURT: 
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All right. Okay, for - any counsellors that are 

joining in on this motion today, for Investigative 

privilege, please, I know you've probably done it, 

but I ask when we start a motion to present the one 

page notice to join, plus an extra copy for me, 

cause I keep the ethers at the office. And when we 

start the Telus one, same thing. Just that I know 

as we begin each motion, exactly who's - are 

participant. We'll take a short break, let me know 

when you're ready. Thank you. 

RE CESS 

UPON RESUMING 

THE COURT: 

I understand that the recording equipment is 

functioning right now, Madam Clerk? 

THE CLERK: 

It is functioning right now. 

THE COURT: 

All right. I'd just like to make sure before we 

commence the ex parte hearing that the lawyers have 

removed all of their electronic equipment, 

cellphones, computers, coats. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

There's no translater, Judge, just ... 

- 140 - Di ane Lewi s, s.e. bilingue 
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THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

He was there a few minutes ago. 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

We're just going to - you'll interpret what I'm 

gonna say now, okay, for five (5) minutes and then 

you can ... 

THE INTERPRETER: 

In the booth. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. Ça va? So, just before we go further, Madam 

Clerk, the recording equipment is functioning as 

usual with CourtLog? 

THE CLERK: 

It is. 

THE COURT: 

And it has been everyday this week? 

THE CLERK: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Okay, and the other days as well in the month of 

October and November. 

THE CLERK: 

Yes. 
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THE COURT: 

All right. Before we start this ex parte hearing on 

the Investigative privilege motion, I'd just like to 

ascertain that the lawyers have removed all of their 

computers and electronic equipment, and coats and 

briefcases. Has that been done? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

We would- we've asked that they do that. We took 

the liberty of putting whatever was left behind 

between the two (2) doors, so it cannot be messed 

with in any way, shape or form, so there's nothing 

in the room that would have the ability to record. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. Just - anything over here? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

I would ask ... 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

I' 11 check that. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. But I would ask for your permission that a 

visual sweep be done by an officer, just before we 

start with the ex parte. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

- 142 - Diane Lewis, s.o. bilingue 
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There is a box here, but there's only paper inside, 

right? 

THE COURT: 

Yes, I prefer that the - the constables can do that. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Okay, and, so have that done and under the tables, 

etc. 

LA COUR: 

Alors, je vais répéter en français, madame la 

greffière me confirme que le système CourtLog avec 

les traductions simultanées fonctionne comme 

toujours aujourd'hui et au mois d'octobre et au mois 

de novembre, toutes les dates où on a siégé. 

Elle me confirme que le système est en fonction 

actuellement, parce qu'on est sur le point de 

commencer la - l'audition ex parte sur cette 

requête, Investigative privilege. 

J'ai demandé à ce que tous les appareils 

électroniques, des ordinateurs, des téléphones, des 

portables, etc., même des manteaux des avocats, des 

valises, etc., ne soient pas ici, dans la salle de 

cour. Et les avocats me confirment que c'était 

fait, mais les constables maintenant qui sont en 
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train de vérifier partout dans la salle de cour. 

S'il y a quelque chose, ils vont le mettre à 

l'extérieur de la salle de cour. 

Les seules personnes qui restent, pour le moment, 

c'est maître Gauthier, maître Godbout, maître 

Rouleau, le témoin monsieur Flynn, moi-même. Et la 

greffière et la huissière sont ici, ils vont quitter 

dans quelques instants et il y a deux (2) 

constables. Et c'est qui, l'autre personne? 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

Gendarme Sylvain Lanoue, GRC. 

LA COUR: 

Ça va. Monsieur Laleu (sic) de la GRC est ici ainsi 

que le témoin, monsieur Flynn. Est-ce que monsieur 

Laleu (sic) va rester pour l'Ex ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Oui, c'est lui qui est en charge du système 

d'interception. 

LA COUR: 

O.K. Les avocats de la défense sont au courant? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Oui. 

LA COUR: 

D'accord. Et il y a aussi l'interprète. So, the 

only persans present are maître Gauthier, maître 
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Godbout, maître Rouleau et - comment s'appelle-t-il 

le gendarme encore? 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Sylvain Lanoue. 

LA COUR: 

Monsieur Lalou (sic) ainsi que l'interprète et un 

constable, la greffière, la huissière, moi-même et 

monsieur Flynn, le témoin. Et deux (2) constables à 

la ... dans la salle de cour. The translation I made 

back and forth in English and French, does it 

accurately reflect from one to the other? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. All right. 

LA HUISSIÈRE: 

Je m'excuse, je voulais juste vous aviser, maître 

Rouleau est au fait, la détention sont à l'étage, 

les accusés sont à l'étage, mais les surveillants ne 

rentreront pas dans la salle de cour à moins d'avoir 

un appel de ma part ... 

LA COUR: 

O.K. 

LA HUISSIÈRE: 

... disant qu'on pourrait revenir dans la salle de 
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cour. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. So, is there anything before we begin? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Well, actually, I would ask the Court to officially 

declare that the following procedure will be held ex 

parte, obvious, but it needs to be done officially. 

THE COURT: 

I was going to do that. But before we do that, but 

before we do that, is there anything else? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

No, saving - Le point de vue technique est que 

vous ... voulez-vous rentrer votre ... 

GENDARME SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Ça va prendre deux (2) secondes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Deux (2) secondes. So, as soon as everybody has 

left the room, within matter of seconds, we'll be 

able to resume the hearing. 

THE COURT: 

All right. The, Madam Clerk, the document that the 

procedure - Can I have a copy of that, please? 

THE CLERK: 

The document that (inaudible) this ... 

THE COURT: 
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In fact, the ... 

THE CLERK: 

the agreement? 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

On a une copie, si ... 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

J'en ai une copie ici ... 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

Okay. So, we're proceeding - what's the ... la cote, 

madame? 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Je vais vous dire ça, attendez-moi. Où est-ce 

qu'ils sont mes ... je les ai cachés. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

Je peux vous aider, madame ou si ... 

LA COUR: 

Ah! vous pouvez me le dire ... me le donner. 

Me MARIE-CHRISTINE GODBOUT: 

R-25 .1. R-25 .1. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Où est-ce qu'ils sont mes exhibits? 

THE COURT: 

Okay, so R-25.1 one is the agreement for a procedure 

- 147 - Dianê Lewis, s.o . bilingue 
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for inspector's Flynn ex parte testimony with 

respect to the motion, Investigator Techniques 

privilege. It's a document that's been agreed toby 

the Crown and by all Defence lawyers. All of them, 

including counsel for Mr. Desjardins who is not a 

party to this motion. 

This proceeding will take place ex parte, and then 

I'll order huis clos, no one will remain present, 

the exception of myself, maître Gauthier for the 

Crown, maître Godbout for the Crown, maître Rouleau 

for the Crown et gendarme Lalou (sic) de la GRC et 

RCMP inspecter, the witness Mr. Flynn, and everybody 

else will have to leave the court room. So, I think 

now it the appropriate time for them to leave. 

Okay. So, madame la greffière, vous pouvez prendre 

votre valise, et madame la huissière, vous pouvez 

quitter. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Oui, je vais éteindre l'appareil. 

LA COUR: 

Vous allez ... oui. Évidemment, nous confirmer quand 

l'enregistrement est éteint et que le système 

CourtLog ne fonctionne pas, et je vous demanderais 

de vérifier qu'il y a une enseigne sur la porte: 

Huis clos et il n'y a personne qui va rentrer. 
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LA GREFFIÈRE: 

D'accord. 

THE WITNESS: 

The translater is looking for sorne directions. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Il peut s'en aller. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Oui. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Oui, vous pouvez quitter, merci. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

15:05:54 FIN DE L'ENREGISTREMENT NUMÉRIQUE 

16:39:30 DÉBUT DE L'ENREGISTREMENT NUMÉRIQUE 

Me ENGEL: 

Before (inaudible) Your Honour, I wonder if I can 

hand in, that ... 

THE COURT: 

Of course. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

notice, we were able to get it printed and ... 

THE COURT: 

You want to hand in your homework. 

Me ENGEL: 
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Though a little late. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

His home work. 

THE COURT: 

All right. It's fine. 

THE CLERK: 

Thank you, Mr. Engel 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

(inaudible) doesn't get to it. 

AN UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: 

No. 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

Okay, so what you'll do tomorrow is, Madam Clerk, 

you'll get me a copy of the notices to join this 

application. 

THE CLERK: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

The bailiff will make a photocopy of all of them. 

THE CLERK: 

All of them, yes. 

THE COURT: 

If they're there. If not, the lawyer will provide. 

THE CLERK: 

I'm missing two (2), but I shall get them tomorrow 
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morning. 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

All right. And there was an item found in the 

prisoners' dock, est-ce que ça a été remis ce qui ... 

Oui. 

UNE VOIX NON IDENTIFIÉE: 

Ça a été remis. 

LA COUR: 

Bon, O.K. Puis, thank you for the collaboration of 

all the lawyers and removing all of the different 

things prier to the ex parte hearing. Yes, Sir? 

Me MATHIEU DUDEMAINE: 

I'm sorry to -My Lord, I speke with Mr. 

Magistrale ... 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

On n'entend pas. 

Me MATHIEU DUDEMAINE: 

... I'm asking the Court on his behalf for him not 

to be brought in tomorrow for health issues, the 

Court might be aware. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. Crown? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

No objection. 

THE COURT: 
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Okay, so you - is he coming in now? 

Me MATHIEU DUDEMAINE: 

DISCUSSION 

I just speke to him, he's not- I can speak on his 

behalf, for this matter. 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

J'ai rien compris. 

THE COURT: 

But can you add, just for the record, because we're 

many, identify yourself. 

Me MATHIEU DUDEMAINE: 

Mathieu Dudemaine for Mr. 

THE COURT: 

(inaudible) 

Okay. So, you're expressly renouncing his presence 

tomorrow? 

Me MATHIEU DUDEMAINE: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

We'll see if he's here. 

THE CLERK: 

Who is his client? 

THE COURT: 

Magistrale. 

THE CLERK: 
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Thank you so rouch, cause I didn't hear him. 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

Okay, just - can we - what, we speak in English 

today. Mr. Magistrale? 

Mr. MAGISTRALE: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

Your lawyer indicates that for health reason you 

wish not to be present tomorrow? 

Mr. MAGISTRALE: 

Correct. 

THE COURT: 

So you expressly renounced to the need to be present 

tomorrow for the continuation of the motion. 

Mr. MAGISTRALE: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

All right. So, that's fine, and the Crown agrees. 

Vous pouvez consigner au procès-verbal, madame? 

LA GREFFIÈRE: 

Oui. 

THE COURT: 

That's fine. We'll just indicate when the tape went 

off at the ex parte hearing, I asked- which wasn't 

taped - the Clerk - not the Clerk, the lawyers to 
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bring everybody in and that I would leave the room, 

until everything was ready. So, that wasn't 

recorded. There was nothing else said. Is that 

correct? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

It is. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Peut-être juste avant, je veux (inaudible), I will 

need a Court arder regarding the mobile hard drive 

that was used to record the ex parte hearing. It's 

in possession of Mr. Lanoue, Sylvain Lanoue? 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Yes. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Who put it in a sealed envelop. Now, he will need 

to bring that to the RCMP offices for it to be 

duplicated and transcribed and he will bring back 

the original disk, that mobile hard drive to the 

Court for it to be placed in an envelop and sealed 

for the Court record. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

- 154 - Di ane Lewis, s.o. b i l i ngue 
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But this can be done tomorrow. So, the order l'rn 

seeking from the Court is to appoint Mr. Lanoue, 

custodian of the hard drive and order him to take 

all measures for it to be transcribed - duplicated 

for transcription and to be brought back to Court as 

soon as possible, meaning ... 

THE COURT: 

Will it always be in his possession? 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Yes, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: 

All right. l'rn - Defence, l'rn sure, has nothing to 

say about that? No. So the Court orders that Mr. 

Lalou (sic) will retain possession of the ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Mobile ... 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

It's a memory disk. A memory deviee. 

THE COURT: 

A memory disk that was used to record proceedings 

that took place ex parte this afternoon. The memory 

disk will remain in the possession of Constable 

Lalou (sic) and brought back to Court tomorrow? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

We suggest tomorrow for the delay between the 
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(inaudible) to be as short as possible. 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

Tomorrow, no later than four thirty (4:30) tomorrow. 

I understand in the interim you'll be making a copy 

of that, is that correct? 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

That's correct. 

THE COURT: 

Yourself. 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

It will be a technician ... 

THE COURT: 

But you'll be present. 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Yes, I will be present. 

THE COURT: 

So, the item will never be out of your ... 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Absolutely. 

THE COURT: 

out of your sight, is that correct? 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

All right. And, just so that you maintain the link 
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on the chain of possession. 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

Yes, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: 

So - I beg your pardon? 

THE CLERK: 

(inaudible) . 

THE COURT: 

DISCUSSION 

Badge number. Our clerk wants to know your badge 

number. 

Mr. SYLVAIN LANOUE: 

38708. 

THE COURT: 

38708. 

THE CLERK: 

Thank you. 

THE COURT: 

So, the Court orders that Constable Lalou (sic) 

retain possession of the memory disk that was used 

to record the ex parte hearing this afternoon and he 

maintain possession until four thirty (4:30) 

tomorrow, November twelfth (12th), two thousand 

fourteen (2014) at the latest, and in interim he 

arrange to have a copy of this memory disk. 

He may have assistance of an other RCMP member, 
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police officer, civilian member, but the item should 

not loose his sight. Okay. And I understand an 

interpreter/translater who's gonna translate the 

transcript will be coming to court tomorrow? 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes we will, on that matter we will check tomorrow 

morning to have the ... 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

... the individual that will interpret the 

transcript, sworn in before you ... 

THE COURT: 

It won't take long. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

... just won't- we'll just know tomorrow morning 

when this individual can be present in front of the 

Court. 

THE COURT: 

All right. I mean, if there's need for more time, 

you'll let me know. 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

All right, thank you. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. I understand that the Defence will not gonna 
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doit today, we'll - the next step in the motion 

will be for cross-examination ... 

Me ROBERT ROULEAU: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

on the public part. Then we'll postpone, as we 

said earlier, in order to get the transcript and for 

the Crown to redact, and the Defence to have an 

opportunity to look at the transcript and then to 

continue cross-examination at a later date. Okay. 

So ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

If I may ... 

THE COURT: 

Yes? 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

... I believe that the soonest that, that could be 

done would be early next week. I believe that Mr. 

Lacy is not available next Tuesday, but by next 

Wednesday, if the Court choose to proceed on that 

date, we might have a transcript and be ready to 

proceed with the cross-examination of Mr. Flynn. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. You let me know, we certainly gonna look on 

maître Lacy's schedule. 

- 159 - Diane Lewis, s.e. bilingue 
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540-01-063428-141 DISCUSSION 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Yes, just be clear, it's not my schedule, it's been 

accommodated, it's the officer's schedule tomorrow. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

Okay, I'm ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I'm not (inaudible) words, I'm just ... 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

... l'rn speaking about next week. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

No, no, I understand, I just think the ... 

THE COURT: 

No, okay, can I ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

text needs to be understood. 

THE COURT: 

can I eut to the quicker, it doesn't matter. We 

are going to, as we have accommodated your schedule 

and all the lawyers schedules, but I understand it 

does take time to do the transcript, and that's the 

reason for the delay. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Absolutely, and I just wanted to indicate that I 
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540-01-063428-141 DISCUSSION 

understand the officer's preference because of other 

institutional commitments that are very important. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

He is not - we were going to commence the public 

cross-examination tomorrow. 

THE COURT: 

You don't want to do that tomorrow? 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I'm fine doing that tomorrow. 

THE COURT: 

Yes. The officer's not available. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

But the officer asked if he could be accommodated 

and I indicated, subject to the Court, I had no 

objection to that. 

THE COURT: 

Okay. I didn't know that, I wasn't aware of that, I 

understood he was available. So, thank you for the 

clarification. Mr. Flynn, you're not available 

tomorrow, I understand, is that right? 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

It's not ideal. I think to be fair to the 

officer ... 
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540-01-063428-141 DISCUSSION 

Me ALEXIS GAUTHIER: 

He would be available, but we would suggest to the 

Court, since we don't have the transcript yet, to 

postpone his testimony till next week. 

THE COURT: 

Do you want to pick a date or just leave it and see 

how the week plays out. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

My preference is that we do it on Monday rather then 

waiting until Wednesday. I know Monday you 

anticipate, or one day next week, anticipating the 

11 b) ... 

THE COURT: 

No, that - I don't want to say the 11 b) can wait, 

that's may be not a good choice of words, but I'll 

certainly accommodate you it you prefer to do the 

cross-examination first, it's not gonna change 

anything. To render that judgement on Monday, 

Tuesday or - you're not here Tuesday, is that it? 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

I'm personally not here Tuesday. 

THE COURT: 

All right. Do you want to be here for that judgment 

or it doesn't matter? I won't take it in any way, 

it's up to you. 
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540-01-063428-141 DISCUSSION 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Miss Sherman argued the motion at first instance. 

THE COURT: 

Right. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

From our perspective, as long as someone from the 

Defence team is present ... 

THE COURT: 

You've always had plenty here who are very alert in 

following the proceedings, so ... 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

Yes. 

THE COURT: 

All right. 

Me MICHAEL LACY: 

So, I'm content that that be done and I, I guess, 

what I'm indicating in terms of the officer's 

evidence, because it would be better for him for 

professional commitments, I'm prepared, if the Court 

is prepared, that we put off his cross-examination. 

But if he's available Monday, even if the transcript 

is not complete, I prefer we deal with the public 

cross-examination Monday, and then if we had to 

revisit whether there's going to be further cross

examination after the delivery of the transcript, we 
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